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Holland City News.
yol.

NO.

IV.—

HOLLAND,

24.

MICH.,

TJAVERKATB, G,

J. First Ward Hardware
Store; sell cheaper than any other; 8th

H

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,

A

street.

fiOLutm*-

-

E., Dealer In General Hardware; cor. Eighth and River street.

ns,

VAN LANDEOEND 4

VAN 8CHELVEN,

Publisher.
Botili.

TZ1X9

or SUBSC&IPnOtfi-tt.OOpujMrlifciTtsei.

A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor
xV First-classaccommodation. Free Bass to and

/OB HUNTING PROMPTLY AMU NKATLY DON*.

from the Trains. Eighth street.

TERMS OF ADVEHTISINO:

pITY
\J

HOTEL. J. W. Mindirhout,Proprietor.
wquAre of ten linn*, (nonpareil.) 75 cent*
Bulltlnl878;Fnmlshcd In elegant style, and
r tint tnnertion,and *5 centa for each mbse- a first-class hotel thronghout.
quent insurllou for any period under three
Ono

PHOENIX HOTEL.

monthe.
8 M.

6 M.

8 50
1 Square ....... ........
.................. 5 O'*
................ 8 00
*4 Column .................. 10 00
.............. 17 00
................. 25 00

500
800

9
8

.

•*
••

“
••

X
1

10 00
17 00
95 00
40 00

J. McVio»« Proprietor:
opposite theC. 4 M. L. S. K. R. Depot; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.

1

1 T.

800
10 00
17 00
95 00
40 00
85 00

Llviry

tad Salt Btablu.

day, August 10th and 11th, and

is

open to

and Deaths pub-

Among

advertising bills collectable quarterly.

up

stairs.

]yj'cBRipB, Q. W., Attorneyat Law and Solidtor in Chancery; o.Uce with M. D. DowAID, cor. Eighth and River streets.

__

\

\RT,

/

J. Attorney at Law, Collectingand

Pension Claim Agent. Office, East of“‘ City

Hotel.”

one of the

character, naturally were

Delroit

[Official.]

The

V

Council,

younger brothers and

sisters of his lady

and Vlaaen.
The minutes of the previous meeting
were
read and stood approved.
them got hold of some silver money to the
Aid. Matrau and Slpp appeared and took
amount ot two and a half dollars. Of their seats.
this
its

coin, a twenty-two-cent piece found

way In the money drawer of Messrs.

&

Higgins, grocers, on Eighth

PETmONf.
Of E. J. Harrington,asking for a sidewalk on River street, along Lot 2, Block

call- 16; also a street crossing.— Referred to
this fact; he examined the coin, Com. on Streets,Roads and Bridges.
Of the Secenary of Eagle Fire Engine
sages constantly on hand.
each, one being a shell with a Cupid on it: found it to have peculiar marks and someCo., No. 1, for certificates of three new
LrLEYS,P.,First Ward Meat Market; best of one end is raised with a large shell and a what blackened, as though it might be members; B. Bosman, Pieter Seyi and
IV Meats always on hand. Eighth street.
Cupid standingon it, with a pair of oars the smoke of the exploded powder, and John Quartel.— Granted.
TITE.J.. Dealer in all kinds of meats and
accounts.
in his hands. The Cubid and oars are knowing from what particular source he
. vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
gold. On the other end Is an eagle on had received silver money the day prior G. W. McBride,aervIcM Board of Review...$8.00
pANDALLS. I.. City Meat Market. Every
—Allowed.
thing In flrsl-claas condition, and satisfaction each side. On the top of the base arc two to the burglary, he showed it to these parguaranteed. Eighth street, East of City Hotel.
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
spoon oars resting on hooks. On one side ties and they also imagined that there was
silver

on

a

a

is

gondola street. Mr. Kenyon’s attentionwas

case, with four feet ed

to

Y

Law, Notary Pub-

PAUEL8, VAN PUTTEN 4 CO.,

Bakirlu.

L

JJINNEKANT,

Proprietors

of Ptuggrr Mill*; (Steam Saw ana Flour

J., Proprietorof the Pioneer Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.
iCOTT, W. J., Planing, Matching, Scroll-aaw|)S88INK, Mrs. L., Proprietresa ofCIty Bakery;
) Ing and Moulding; River street.
Confectionaryand cigars;Refreshments In
this line served on call ; 8th street.
VERBEEK, H. W.. 4 CO., Proprietors of the
Phoenix Plsnlng Mill. All kinds of bnlidBa&Uag and liekaige.
Ing material fumlshea at Grand Rapida prices.

1

V

TT'ENYON, NATHAN, Hanking

and Collecting.
Drafts bought and sold; cor. Elghtn and
River streets.

Oomaon

circumstances which led to the

VANDERUAAR,

at

for

watched very

H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt, of the gondola Is engraved the represen- some similarity. Of course, Mr. Kenyon
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
tation of a six-oared scull race; on the did not base much suspicion on this incilie and Conveyancer.Kenyon'a building. and twine; 8th street.
Corner of Eighth ana River street.
other side can be engraved the description dent, but having informed himself of the
Xaaulactorlu, MlUi, Ehcpi, Itc.
Barbin.
of the winning boat. The whole stands name and residence of our visitor, he teleLJEALD, R.K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in
graphed to the Chief of Police at Detroit,
|E GROUT L., FashionableBarber and UalrLl Agricultural In\plements ; commission agent on an elegant tray valued at $300.
’ cutter. Rooms in basement of City Hotel.
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th 4 River street.
For the senior single scull challenge to know whether Mr. Abbott, of the firm

\riS8CHERA.,Attorney

nor cause

the same.

close.

Slooter
oared shell prize

six

UI8WOLD, A. D.. Attorneyat law and Sollc- 1JUTKAUW.. New Meat Market, near comer
Itor In Chancery.Otllce 79 Eighth Street, 1) Elihth and Fish Street.A!! kinds of sau- barge of

OWAHD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
. Notary Public; River street.

/

city was publishedin

Mr. Abbott's

treatment while in his charge was such as

the teachers of the Public Schools of this to create neither damage,

the

$50.

Hut Xirkm.

The

'i

of

The duck-boat race prize is an elegant acquaintance.As it happened one of

VOU9T,

Attorney!.

V.T

names

"Grand Haven and Spring Lake Rowing to the juvenile members of the Abbott Mavor.
Present:— Mayor Van Landegcnd, Aid.
and family, keeping on the good side of Kanters, Pfanstiehl,Dykema, Breyman

Xsreksit Tiileri.

W., Merehani Tailor. Cloth purchascd elsewhere, will be cat to order. Repairing association presentation medal ; worth $20.
promptly attended to. River street.
For the log race is a^icdal with a miniII7URZ, C. G.. Merchant Tailor. Fall line of ature log of gold with a cant hook and
vY Gents’ FurnishingGoods kept In stock.
Comer Eighth and Market street.
suspended from a clasp of gold; worth

business directory.

the circumstances, and that

time ago, a list of the

suspicions ns to the character of Mr.
Wednesday, July 28, 1875.
H., Livery and Stic Stable; ing:
good accommodation for horses; 9th street,
The prize for the barge race is an ele- bolt are these: Being a man of means, as
The
Common
Council met in special
near Market.
gant silk flag, orange nnd white, lettered. it is said, he was liberal In his disbursements session,and was called to order by the

V

/

Some

VTIBBELINK, J.

Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote pOSMAN.J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer Association” on one side; crossed oars
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ sig- JD in ready made clothing and Gents' Famishboat house on the other; worth $50.
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
ing Goods.
All

acceptance of that term.

II

An

tar

180.

but will allow matters to shape them1. Junior Sli Oar Shell Race, ono and ono-half yet the leading topic|of street conversation.
miles and return.
Strangers, at that time, whose demeanor selves, until he thinks it ii time to have a
9. Senior Single Scull Race, one mile and return.
was not of an open and straight-forward hand In.
8, Ladies Double Scull Race, oue half mile aud

4. Four Oared Shell Race, one and one-half miles
Livery and Sale Stable. and return.
Office and barn on Market street. Everything
»
the prizes offered are the follow-

IJ

NO.

and among them was also the
As far as Mr. Abbott Is concerned we
name of Miss Hattie Abbott. Being have yet to hear of the first Impressionor
Haven course—
identicalwith his own name, it attracted languagehere, reflectingagainst him, ex1. Barge Race, one mile and retnrn.
his attention,and led to a correspondence cept this lait move in attempting to re-es9. Junior Single Scull Race, one mile and retnrn.
8. Duck Boat Race, one half mile and return.
between the parties.The first visit was tablish an uninjuredreputation at the ex4. Double Scnil Race, one mile and return.
made in the latter part of June, and was pense of Mr. Kenyon.
ft. Log Koling Match.
repented at the time when this narrative
Upon conversation with the latter genSecond day, August 11th, Spring Lake
occurred
and
when
the bank-burglarywas tleman, we found him not "much scared,”
course—

rrtum.

first-class.

annum.

Notices of Births, Marriages,
lished without charge.

As-

IkOONE 4 ALBERTI,

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per

this

on Grand River
and Spring Lake, Tuesday and Wednes-

MELI8, Dealers In all amateurs. The programme of races is
papers,
Hard ware, Tin-ware and Farming Impleas follows: First day, August 10th, Grand
ments; Eighth atreet.

V

OFFICE : VAN LANDEQEND’S BLOCK.
Q.

The Second Annual Regatta of
sociation will take place

rAN DER VEEN,

PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY AT

WHOLE

31, 1875.

His connectionsin this city as we learn, We are satisfied that the action taken by
were not of a business-nature, In the usual Mr. Kenyon was perfectly justifiableunder

THE REGATTA.

Eariwan.

Holland City

SATURDAY, JULY

XITILMS P. U., Manufacturerof Farm

TV

IV

All kiods of

wood turning and

Pumps.

aawlng on

sewed together, with

a raised piece

in the

Image

center, upon which there is an

boy floating.The miniatureship is
teen inches long,

gold

lined;

of a
thir-

valued

at

$400.

For the four-oared challenge

and

Mathews &

Co.,

very fancy boat, fifteen inches long, by

was at home,
which the

following despatch was sent In reply:

*

“Detroit,Mich., July 4th, 187ft.
Nathan Kenyon,
Holland, Mich.
Abbott and Mathews both here.

To

Mulder.
Finch,

This was received here on Monday
morning, the 5th of July, whereupon Mr.

“
••

“

Com. on City Poor, returned the report
of the Director of the Poor for the month
of June, approving hit actions.
REPORTS OF

cm

OFFICERS.

The Clerk presented bond of W. Van
Putten, hb liquor dealer, with M. D. Howard and G. Van Putten as auretiei. — Bond
and sureties approved.
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.

A. J. Roger*,
Chief Pollc
lice.”

high, with a sailor in the rigging, placed

Votary Pntlici

H. Wlereema, labor on atre«U, etc ..........$51.00
J. D. Kverbard, police aervlcea, ...........5.50
J.
•• .............. 4.00
A. A.
.............. 4.00

if not, where he was; to

prize, a sil-

seven inches wide, mast twenty inches

hand and done to order. River atreet.

Books and BUtioairy.

prize, a silver boat, in imitation of skins of Abbott,

Com. on Claims and Accounts recommended payment of the following bills:

By Aid Dykema,
“Itoolvfd,That the Mayor bo requested to call a meeting of the property owners along River Street, on Tuesday even-

Abbott was approached and requested to ing, August 8rd next, at the Engine
He still House, to meet with the Common Council,
in order to try to obtain a majority of the
maintained to be fAe Abbott he had repreproperty owners to join on one petition
The requirementsto participate are as
sented himself to be, and that there must asking for the improvement of River
TT'ANTBRS, L. T., & CO., Dealers in Books, VAN 8CHELVBN. O,, Notary Public, Justice follows: Individualsor crews intending
be a mistake somew here. Sheriff Wellman Street.”
iV Stationery, Toys, Notions and Candles;opof the Peace and Conveyancer. Office Holto enter for the regatta must send to the
land City Newt, 8th street,
posite City Drug Store, Eighth street.
Adjourned.
was in the city that morning, and being
\17AL8II, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer, secretary a certificate containing their informed of all the particulars considered
G. Van Schelven, City Clerk.
Boots and Skoei.
and Insurance Agent. Office,City Drug names, name and location of clubs of
that there was reasonable ground to detain
T7LFEKDINK W. A II. General dealera Store, 8th street.
The following is the full text of the platwhich they belong, name of boat and builHj Inlloovs aud Shoes; repairing neatly done;
the party suspected, until further inquiry
Falattn.
River street
form on which the first presidential nomider of it, dimensions and class, and their
could be made, and left him for that day,
nations for the ensuing election have been
JJKBOLD, E., Manufacturer of aud dealer In I TOEK. J. C., House, Sign and Carriage Painter; colors. Amateurs only will be allowed to
in charge of Mr. Kenyon.
__ Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.; 11 Shop, over Baert’e Wagon Shop, River
madtf: J. B. Walker, of 111., for President,
row.
Street
Eighth street.
The latter again telegraphed to the Chief
and Donald Kirkpatrick, of Syracuse, N.
The courses are unequaled In the northPhotograph!.
of Police at Detroit, to know if Mr. Abbott
Drngt and kidiclnn.
Y., for Vice-President:
west. Grand River course is a straightTNOESBUUG, J.O., Dealer In Drugs and Medl- T AUDER GEORGE, Photographs and Gems away one-mile course with no perceptible was there, and if so, that As— Abbott1. That oura ia a Chrialian and not a
1.) clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phy- Li in all the various styles and slzea; Gallery
should answer Mr. Kenyon by telegraph. heathen nation, and that the God of the
sician'sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st. on Eighth Street.
current, perfectly clear and well sheltered.
The answer came back that Mr. Abbott Christian Scriptures is the author of civil
Spring Lake course is a deep still sheet of
Phyilola&i.
VAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medlbad left Detroit, on Friday morning (July government.
clnes, Paints, Oils, etc. : Proprietor of Dr.
water, free from all obstructions, and of2. That God requires,and that man
NNIS. T. K., Physician;residence, opposite
W. Van Din Berg's Family Medicines; River 8t
2), for Zeeland, and was expected back on
needs a Sabbath.
l S. W. cor. Public Square.
fers a straight-awaytwo-mllecourse, well
Wednesday. This was satisfactoryto Mr.
8. That the prohibition of the importaT EDEBOER.B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office sheltered by lofty banks. There is free Kenyon.
tion, manufacture aud sale of intoxicating
Li comer Eleventh and River atreet opposite water intercommunication between them,
See advertisement.
public square.
The “Imprisonment” to which our visi- driuks as a beverage, is the true policy on
and the quarters of the crews are adjacent,
the temperance question.
Dry Qoodi.
tor
was subjected all this time was not of
Q CHOUTEN, R. A., Surgeon,Physician Obstetri4. That the charters of all secret lodges
thus
offering
every
adventngo
and
conveniclan, Regular graduatedand Licensed. Of1) ERTSCU, D. General dealer In Dry
a very vexing nature. He was allowed to
granted by our Federal and State LegislaJj Gouda, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.; fice at residence, comer 9th and Fish street.
ence.
remain at the house of his lady friend, tures, should be withdrawn, and the oaths
cor. Eighth and River streets.
Arrangements are under progress,for
Eaddltn.
and at noon, in company with Mr. Ken- prohibited by law.
flour sad fssd.
an excursion from this place to witness
5. That the civil equality to all Ameri*
VAUPELL, U., Manufacturerof and dealer In
yon, took dinner at his hotel. In one
can
in citizensby articles 18th, 14th, and 15th
Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips; the second day's contest. It is said that
CLOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers in Flour and
word, Mr. Abbott appearing to be a gen- of our amended Constitution,should be
Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff, 4c., 4c. La- Eighth street.
the steamer Huron will be chartered by
barbe's old stand, 8th street.— See Advertisement.
tleman, was treated as such by Mr. Ken- preservedinviolate.
Stvlif Vaohi&M.
parties at South Haven, Saugatuck and
6. That arbitration of differences beyon
throughout the entire transaction,
funltun.
17 ANTKR8, L T. A Co.. Agents for Ottawa and Holland, for that purpose. We have no
tween nations is the most direct and sure
and
when
upon
receipt
of
the
last
teleVfEYER H., 4 CO., DealersIn all kinds of Fur- I\ Allegan Counties, for the “Howe Sewing Ma- doubt that this will be a very pleasant trip,
method of securing and perpetuatinga
gram, Mr. Kenyon announced himself permanent peace.
Ivl ulturo, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, chine.” Dealera in needles and atlachmema.
in
addition
to
the
attractions
offered
by
Picture Frames, etc.; River atreet.
as satisfied, and that he regretted that cirStavti, Wood, Bark, Ite.
7. That morality, no leas than intellithe Regatta. The number of tickets to be
gence, is essential to the well-being of a
T> EIDSBMA J. M., A SON, General Dealers in
cumstances
had
shaped
themselves
in
this
JLV Furniture 4 Coffins; Eighth street. See ad- 17 ANTER8, R., Dealer In Staves, Wood and disposed of at each place, however, will
lY Bark; office at his residence, Ei
Eighth street.
manner, Mr. Abbott expressed himself Republic; therefore, the Bible should be
vertisement.
associated with books of science and literbe limited, and in case the above arrangeas not at all concerned about the event,
Wagoaaakiriifii Blackialthi.
ature in all our educationalinstitutions.
Qroeirlii.
ments can be made, those that desire to
stating that at home it could not hurt
8. That land and other monopolies
I'VlJKEMA 4 BRO.. Wagon and Blacksmith
Tj'LIETSTRA. A., Groceriesand Supplies; a LJ
Shop Horse-shoeing aud all kinds of repair- go, will do well to secure their tickets in him, and only wished Mr. Kenyon to see should be discountenanced.
1? ready market for country produce; a choice ing done. River Street.
due season. Further particulars will be
9. That the Government should furniah
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.
that the matter was correctlyand truththe people with an ample and sonnd curYT'LIEMAN,
J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop; given next week.
fully stated in the papers here. With rency, and a return to specie payment as
rpK VAARWERK, G. J.. Family Supply Store;
Horse Shoeing and all kinda of repairing
a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
done.
Cash paid for Furs.
which request Mr. Kenyon has fully com- soon as practicable.
Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street
"FALSE IMPRISONMENT.”
10. That maintenance of the public creplied, u tlie issue of the News on the
WaUhti ini Jswilry.
Omni Dialin.
dit. protection to all loyal citizens, and
That little incident of the 5th inst, following Saturday proved.
justice to the Indians, are essentialto the
I'vUURSEMA J. 4 CO., Dealers In Dry Goods, A LBERS 4 WYNNE, Jewelers and WatchmaIJ Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hats, Caps, xY kers. The oldest establlthmentIn the city; when a gentleman by the name of Abbott, As to the arrest and the incidents honor and safety of our nation.
Eighth atreet.
Clothingand Feed ; River street.
11. And finally, we demand for the
was arrested and detained in this city, for which led to it, we might make mention
IMF ELD, J. J. Dealer In Groceries, Dry Goods. TOSLIN W. H. Watchmaker, Jeweler, and deal- a few hours, on suspicionof being con- of several,and all of them of that tusplc- American people the abolition of Electoral Colleges, and a direct vote for PresiJD Flour and Feed aud Prodoce.Llquora and tj er in Fancy Goods; Bank-building,River
Street.
nected with the safe-burglary in Mr. Ken- ious character, occurring as they did, dent and Vice-Presidentof the United
Cigars at Wholesaleand Retail. Eighth atreet,
yon's bank, has been suddenly revi- right after the bank-burglary,while the States.
on

IJINNEKANT, Miss A.

a

green satin stand, under

M., Dealer In Books & POST, HKNKY D., Real Estate and Iniaranee
Sutlonary; Confectionary, Toys, etc.; River
Agent,
K(
. Notary
Public and Oonreyanoer;
Col- valued at $500.
lections made in Holland and vicinity.
street

a

glass

shade;

L

give satisfactoryexplanation.

Y

vY

V

O

Y

O

r

L

I

rpE ROLLER, D.,

Reull Dealer In Dry Goods,
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and conveyancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.

L

VAN

PUTTEN

G. 4 CO„ General Dealera. In
Grocaries, Crockery, Hata and
Capa, Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st

Y

In the office in one of the hotels recently, ved, but in a differentdirection. Mr. Ab- excitement and auapicion was still "way
a

gentleman snapped

his finger at

a

boot-

black, and as he put his foot on the

box

Dry Goods,

said :

"you look like a good, smart boy.’*

"See here, mister,” replied the boy as he

TVERKMAN,

U. D., Dealer in Dry Oooda, Groceries,Crockery, Flonr 4 Provisions.Naw rose up,
Store, Eighth street.

V

General lonostreet is still In Washin the Circuit up.” Mr. Abbott upon his arrival here,
ington taking copies of rebel war docuCourt against Mr. Kenyon, for false im- stopped at the City Hotel, bnt he did not
ments to refute the charge that he was reprisonment,alleging his damages at ten register bis name, was not seen anywhere,
sponsible for the defeat of the Confederathousand dollars. To what extent Mr. bnt kept himself in close retreat, all of tes at Gettysburg. He flndslttiif action in
Kenyon will be liable to be thus "dam- which of itself is unimportantand trifl- the documentary evidence orbit JmtificE
aged” we will leave for oor readers to infer ing, but when coupled with the facts as
tion. We do not see why the Government
from a plain narrative of the circmnatan- given above, it very naturally strengthened should thus permit the "vindication”ot
the suspicions.
ces upon which this suit U based.
Gen. Longstreet oj a rebel.
bott has

commenced suit

a brush in either hand, “I’ve
had that game played on me a dozen
WORKMAN A SONS, Gsneral Dealers In Dry times, and now I want to know whether
vv Goods, Groceries,Hats and Capa, etc.;
Grain, Floor and Feed made a speciality;River at this is a cash shine, or whether you are
gdlngtopat me on the head when I get
The plaintiff is said to be the senior
The above Is a correct narrativeof the
Tokaeee isi Cigars.
through and tell me that I'll be Governor member of the firm of Abbott, Mathews & entire transactionand published with a
rpE ROLLER, G. J., Genera)dealer in Tobacco,
Co., 112 Griswold 8‘reet, Detroit, Mich. view of doing justice to all the parties.—
X Clgars.Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street. of Michigan some day?”
V

_

_____

______________

____

___

__

_________

___

•

______

________

Wendell

Phillip*declares that thi

next Presidentialissue will be ctvil right*

________ ____________

__

Treasurer Dubuclot, Secretary of State Des-

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

londe, ami. Speaker Lowell.

The

charge

Woodford for Comptrollerof

is

G. S.

DOEiCURO A

COM PuiusnEM.

amount! ffeii-esenUngan Illegalclaim
agi||st thq St^f of fxmisiana.
|

\ *V

fo

m, with his wife and five

“B

t
J FOHEIOjf.

*1

^rfe^

the^m"""

i
‘

misdemearfar-ino«ce. for funding warrants to

fur

‘iSS^r

A Fanner

their wagon got into deep water, and
childrenwere drowned.

THE EAST.

A

ident of the Chicago Inter-

what.

the scenes

|

kjLoxnojijlirmthat rco«itlyfailed for scv-J bu?}^

came

VrZ^.

amh

out into open hostilities.

off in the Delaware river, at

The Postmaster-General is

Coyle became exhausted and gave up on the.

in earnest in

Ms

Johiv proceeding* against mail dentraetom who fail
iU their obligations.Suits hate been comeon waa 10,V tnilea, ahd the tinie ‘{liree home
and ten minutes. Aftef* belh" talc^n from menced against the. bondianon of otor forty
tenth mile. The cutiry distance awarn by

M

and began dandng

frtsli
a Jlgi

iw

.

.

.

when

of their contracts.

Hngh Dttafra*of

hour».

wean

his

tramj),

and

he woe very ucrvoua,

-

most prostrated by loea of bleep, end

toil.
— *
i

had to bo dischargedto wake him fqr
bourlv

Lv.iLENiDE, a well-known unmnirr r&ioi't

ban.queBtion
discussed,- and
---- ------ was
-------—
.

near

existence by

At

fire*

it
..

was author!-

t*Uvel'V *,u,0,mc,JJ“•* U- Utdtod 8l.to. will
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Hungarian was nominal at 75@90c. There waa
GOLD IN ILLINOIS.
no market for millet. Buckwheatwas nominal
FINANCE
TRADE,
tat 75(2900, according to quality. Tliere was a 1 The jKarirerons Metal Found in Gulches
good demand for high innea and the market
and Streams Near Decatur in Faying
The mill was valued at *250,000, and was England this year will do much to keep up a
Weekly Review oi tho Chicago Market. as active as the offerings would admit. The,
badly injured.
good price tor our home wheat ..... Acnriona
market closed at
| J w ,,tl B*
FINANCIAL.
News has been received at Gen. Bheridau's story has been raked up among tbe old accoopeoaue, Lorntn and
A telegram from Decatur, Dl., to the
Tliere was no change to note iu the condition
For the lighter descriptions of cooperage the I Chic igo Journal saya: A party of old
headquarters in Chicago that 500 Ponca In- counts in the War Department, showing how a
of tho money market. Demand for favors
dians have abandoned thmr reservation. It is clerical
...... ......
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prices were maintained,tjiiptationa range at n!ter Fr(>ePeeting in dmereDt places
warriors, had lei this reservationwith the in- 1 defalcation amounting to *1,600, and, beinir
8(dl0c for long loans. Bonds firm and steady. *1.123^1.15for pork barrel*end *1.85§1.45 ; wong tbe stream, a jian of (brt was
tcutiouof visiting the Ponca Agency and mas- 1 unable to readily demonstrate his innocence,
for.lar;Vi°rroea:*1-90 (<>2. 10 f • ..hisky barrels, t taken out of Dutch gulch, washed and
breadstuff*.
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fair this year, because no city, pan afford a Clerk of tho TreasuryDepartment....The lato
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I but don’t like the price.”
ft
.73),
! lbe Treasury Department promises that hard
CINCINNATI.
No. 2 oats, rath. ......
(Si .49
“ Well, mine frent, ze price is noting
! Wheat— Red..,
..................1 40 ft 1 41
No. 2 oats, sellerJuly
ft .49
ft .54
It is reported that a' terrible fight occurfedin ! notes^
ot
;
so
like ze coat.
let you take
Corn
..........
No. 2 oats, s. August.
.
....... ..... "4
75
ft .88 ^
ft .40),
Oats
.............
..... G3 ft G5
No. 2 oats, s. Hrpt.
.
Perdido, Escambia county.Ala., a few days! ” I
’em at fifteen dollars.”
ft .sov
ft .37
No. 2 rye, cash. ......
Rve ................................
1 00 ft 1 29 /
(1.02
ft 1.00
.
customer still complains of the
between two families named HaNett and Bvere, i#Rac m
°f, ^ }thrH'.°f
Pore— Mess ......................
.. ($21 00
No. 2 rye, seller Aug.. .70 (« .8U
ft .83
Lard
...............................
13 ft
pric£, saving that fifteen dollars was too
No. 2 barley,caah....
ftl.32
ft 1.32
“““‘''“S of
“1
ia«ehhie....The'
rll
TOLEDO.
No. 2 barley, a. Sept,.. l.ftr. (a, 1.07
ft 1.01
This
too
for the
two sous on each side, were engaged. Five of i
, . ir i* r
ae
Wheat— Extra ....... ............... ft 1 sa'*
dealer, so, taking :his customer to the
PROVUUOXS.
Amber
....................
1
32
ft
1
33
the i«ty were killed outright, while the «uth !
.nd Skw^Vort
There was a fair degree of activity in this Corn ............................... Gfl^ft go
extreme end of the store, and drawing
end leet
. ,«d of huckehtd iu hU ride, ‘
57
68
market during the pn*t week, hut a* very un- Oath.
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settled foolingprevailed, and the fluctuations
in prices were both frequent and severe. The
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Wheat—

Extra..
AmUr ..................
local influ- Corn ................. ..........

, I
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1
,
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produce.

him

1 80
ft 1 28
HI
ft 58
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200,000 ; assets, *150,
1 vote In Presldehtiai elections. t.
"
Lkial proceedings have been commenced
The Democratic State Convention of Man- ami the hulk of the toupd Jots sold were taken fi.
New Orleans against State Auditor Clinton,j land, in session at Baltimore last w«ck, nom- by parties using it for repacking purposes. 1 rials.
There was a fair’local demand for the better i

in

was

heavy

.

market was governed mainly by
ft
ences, and empathized somewhat with the
ber of the Florida Legislature, was recently 1 A call has been issu^ mlndiana for kouL chang* Iu gram. vHio market closed quite °AX8 .............Cleveland.*
Wheat— No. l1 Red
Red ..................
...............
•] ft l 3<l
shot by tmknbwn assassins at a diittilleryneat- veutiou to meet at Rkhraqiid, on August 12. to steady, however, at the following quotations:! Wheat-No.
No. 22 Red
Red .................
......
Cash mess pork. *20.50(oj20.C5, seller August
No.
.. ^ 1 82
lernandlna, in tbit State.... Ex-Confederateform a uew party sympathizingwith the priu*20.50, seller September *20.65, and seller Oc...........
...............
j*
Gtn. Joseph E. Johnson has been elected cipiew of the aeveland National Convention’ tober *21.15. Lard. cash. '*13.60. seller Au....... ........................
President of the Alkahsas IndustrialUhiver* .... .The ConnecticutHouse of BepresenUtives gust closed at *13.65(tfl3.C0, seller September,
*13.75(rt’13.80.
About SJ 0,000 women are eugaged in
ttty.
. .E. Nutting & Co., stove mannfseturew, , has indefinitely pdstponed,by a vote of 102 to
the production, of lace in the deportments
of Indianapolis, have failed. Liftbiii^etv
tiie proposition to give women the right' to
E. G. Joh.vso.v, a revenue officer'and
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a dark comer, he whispers

in

:

<‘Mine frent, I let you have zat coat
for twelve dollars and a half.!;
“.Well, sir,” said tbe ctuttomer,“I

much, and am satisI would like to
this mysteriousperform-

like your coat very

fied with the price, yet

know why

ance.”
“Veil, mine. frent* yon see dotleetle

mandereif He was.mine broder. He

got ze heart disease, and so help me graF1"s
mi^e' cious, if he was io hear me tell you I
the most take twelve dollars and a half for zat coat
\i
he drop ded mit his track. ”

Itz
Wlr^’
made from
is

valuable.
I

w

into

lus ear

Duke of

GOSSIP OF THE DAI.

Sutherland,

BALLOONING.

who owns more

the train each day he can be se^n at the

moment the mul-bag is
I’erlls of Aerial Xavigatlon--The
thrown
frpm
the
cor he seizes it and
Senator Camebon, of Pennsylvania,
Flrat Ascension.
shakes
it, apparentlyto see if there is
[From the Chicago Journal.]
commenced life as a printer’s devil, and
Some of the Indianapolis physicians
The first balloon, proper, to ascend any mail matter in it, and then takes it
is now reported to be worth $2,000,000. ore hopeful about Robert Dale Owen,
the skies was that of the brothers Joseph in his mouth and deliberately oarrios it
Young man, go and be a printer’s devil. who has just been placed in an asylum and Etienne Montgolfier, the first-men- to the postoffloe.
land than any other man in

near that city,

England.

and think his

insanity

The Pripce of Wales wants £710,000,

mirt* bd cured. He imagine^ himself imabout four millions of dollars, for the meiisely wealthy, and is constantlytellexpense of hU, royal jlunt to India. \ As ing how he will diffuse of his property

•or

hd

is going' for plOsiure, he don’t take by

his

wife. The British tax-payer grum-

bles and submits— his time of triumph is

yet..

not

The

Hill $5,000, Mr.

lerton $2,500,

Mr.

thinks the insanity

Tracy$itM*Q0, Mr.

Mr. Shearman

summary of the

Phila-

to

traceable to a nerv-

weeks ago.

Niles Light

Guards

have been

accepted by the Governor, and will be

looses of the ftre

shows

The

tioned being the lather of aerostation.
Umbrellas In the E ist.
The experiments mode by them date
All
over
the East the umbrella has
from 178?. The grand public exhibibeen
used
from
remote ages, though at
tion was made June 5, 1783, in the presence of many of the French nobility. first mainly as an emblem of royalty.
France lian always been foremost in 'the But for centuries past these useful apuse of the balloon. The first voyage in pendages have afforded shelter to all
the air was scientifically reportinl, and classes from the fierce storms and burnbears the signatures of several eminent ing sunshine of those fervid dimes. In
men, Benjamin Franklin among the form and size the ordinary umbrella is
number. Naturallyho took an especial nearly like our own, but the materialis
interestin it. His genius had tamed silk, or paper beautifully painted or
the lightnings of heaven, and it was glazed, and thus rendered perteotly walloped that Montgolfierhad learned the | terproof.thoijgk not Very durable,
secret of navigatingthe air with rapidity these umbrellas are light and pretty, and
and safety. Vastly more interest was so very cheap— about twenty cents eaoh
taken in the aerial ship than in Frank- —that oue does not mind their wearing
lin's kite ; but time has shown that the out occasionally. They have been matte
just the same
American’s discoverywas iiifinitelv more and used in China,
style,
for
fifteen
centuries,
and iu the
important to mankind than the Frenchman's. It must be confessed that the neighboring countries for perhaps nearly

mustered into service.
Catt. Day has bid the East Saginaw

that they ag-

gregate more than the entire losses for

Rifles farewell on account

1874. The losses this

coming removal

year, too, have

upon the great cities, but
upon the country towns, on

of

bis forth •

tp Detroit.

Hon. Thomas L. Sackett, Judge

fallen, not

ohiefly

New York

MICHIGAN NEWS.

re-

insurance companies for the first six
this year

and

Morris $2,500, and

Pryor $2,500.

mouths of

is

ous-bilious fever he had five

fused to accept money for his services.

A

is rest-

traveling,

delphia in a few minutes. His son

Beach $5,000, Ui Ful-

Mr.

of

an hour, and of walking over

in

nanza for the lawyers. Mr. Evarts re-

Mr.

is desirous

time; he speaks of going to

Beecher case has been a Big Bo-

ceived $25,000,

and

seems to have lost all idea of space and

?

*r

endowing colleges, etc. He

less

Probate of

Macomb

of

county, died sud-

property destroyed in winch the insur- denly lost week of heart disease.

ance companies have paid about $26,

-

000,000.
Little

I!

body has

The

town of Drydeu, Lapeer
a Ladies’ Library Associa-

little

county, has
v

just

completed an

tion, with a 500-volume library.

Kalamazoo’s new temperance

enumeration of her children, which
shows a healthy increase.

The

against 217,353 in 1870, and 1W,965 in
1865— a gain of 73,167 in ten years.

Gov. Bagley

The

<58,904 in 1870; Newport, 14,020, with a

an

is the era

of statements and cer-

took the liberty of thrashingone of his
neighbors, and afterward fortified him-

a paper, on which a jury

the vicinage, consisting of twelve

of

mu-

tual acquaintances, approved of the
•

deed.

and

Wm.

pardoned from the
Chase, from Sagi-

Hutchinson, both con-

McLaughlin, the

J. H.

celebrated

A Famous Horse.
The New York Times reviews the history of the famous horse Lexington,
whose recent death in Kentucky lias occasioned such sorrow among turfmen
everywhere.His great prowess as a racehorse, as well as

-

his remarkable career

as a sire, had endeared the

name

of

Lex-

ington to every lover of thoroughbred
stock in the country. While upon the
turf Lexington overshadowed all liis contemporaries,and for twenty years his
record remained as a mark of admiration.
Lexington first appeared os a three-yearold in 1853, at Lexington, Ky., under
the name of Darby, in the Association
stakes for three-year-olds,mile heats,
which he won in two straight heats.
After this he came into the hands of Mr.
R. Ten Broeck, and won a largo number
of races all over the oouutrv. Subsequently Mr. Ten Broeck sold Lexington
for $15,000,and ho has stood at the
Woodburn farm, in Kentucky, until his
death. Lexington, in his career, was
beaten but ouoe out of seven starts, and
his total winnings were $56,500. His
pedigree extends to the Arabians, mid
the purity of his blood has been thorballoon has proved a disappointmentin « long a time.
The state umbrella is quite a different oughly established. Ho was n blood
its reality. Except in extreme emergaffair—
much larger and of the richest bay, about 15 hands 3 inches high. Up
encies, it bus not risen above the level of
a mere cu riosity, and if there is any way materials. It is placed oyer the royal to tlie year 1866 ho had sired 52 winners
to utilize the air as an element of couches, thrones,and chairs quite as at mile heats who wen 122 races, 39 winnavigabjn,its discovery is still to be generally as carried in the open air. ners at two miles and heats who won 102
They ore Iwrne by high ofthvrs over the races, 16 winners at three miles and heats
made.
We have mentioned the monument King and other members of the royal who won 30 races, and 8 winners at four
erected in memoir of the first balloon family wherever they go, and “umbrella miles and heats who won 12 races. Since
exploit in England, and given its inscrip- holders ” are recognized members of the 1866 the winning sous and daughters of
tion. That memorial would indicate a royal household both in Burnish and Lexington have added double tins numvery pious state of society, but the real Siam. Oue of the numerous titles of ber, and his fame will live in the memocondition of England at the time may his Majesty of Siam is “ Lord of the ries of turfmen for generationsto come.
be better inferred from the fact that some White Elephant mid Supreme Owner of Lexington founded a line of race-horsea
days later the aeronaut was summoned to the Umbrella ’’—that is, of the umbrella luiequaled by the offspring of any other
the royal palace, and the Queen, who was of state, which it would bo high treason otlier stallion in this country or England.
at play at the gambling-table when he to raise over any head but that of the In his declining yeara ho even bettered
made his appearance, placed a sum for giver. It is of crimson or purple silk, the record of hia early career as a sire,
him upon a card, and presented him Kyn richly embroidered in precious for Tom Bowling, Horry Bassett, Proakstones, lined usually with wliite upss, and Wanderer stand as fitting repwith the purse which she won.
lu this country many successful bal- satin, inwrought with silver flow- resentatives of the noble animal.
loon ascensions have been made by ers and seed pearls in exquisPortcrhoiHO Steak.
Messrs. Wise, Steiner, La Mountain, ite clusters, and trimmed with heavy

m

Epicureans of carnivoroustastes,who
Low, King, Donaldsonand others, but gold friugo and costly lace. Sometimes,
has resigned his position as
without auy important results to science. on great occasions, umbrellas are carried have known the juicy delights of the
conductor on the Detroit,.Lansing and
The victims of aeronauticshave been in tiers of two, three, and five, one above porterhouse steak, may have sometimes
Lake Michigan railroad.
somewhat numerous. The first iu the the other, diminishingin size toward the wondered iu the meditative mood of
top, and forming a perfect pyramid ; post prandial ease, why, how, and bv
The Rix Robiusou fire company at list was Pilatre des Roziers. Blanchard while from the rim of each umbrella de- whom the much-affecteddish was named.
had crossed from England to France by
Graud Rapids won’t serve uuder the new balloon, and Rozier bad tried to make pend scores of tiny gold or silver bells, For once we do not turn to old English
chief, because he expelled oue of their the return trip, notwithstanding the which, moved by the passing breeze, records for the origin of the homely
usual contraritvof the wind. He per- make sweet music, that floats Upon the j term. It appears tlint “porter houses*’
members, and have resigned.
ished in the endeavor. The grand difli- air like the sounds of au JEolinn harp. were known in New York City as long
C. McMakaju’s harness shop at I»U ouUy jR thnt a
balloou is the veriest Iu Burmah the king’s umbrella is wliite, as long ago as 1814— places of resoit for
pemiug was burned last week, and a . H]ave 0f the atmosphere. A ship can and that of the ooirt red while iu the the thirsty and hungry from land and sen,
wrestler,

tificates. A citizen of Missouri recently

self with

lias

sumptives.

increase

throughout the entire patch.
This

on the Holly Tree plan.

State prison George

city of Providence boasts 100,648, against naw,

gain of 1,500. There is

society

popula- talks of establishing a temperance lunch

tion of the entire State is 258,132; and reading room

station, and the

The

In their vagttfe and formal lan-

I

I

,1‘

butcher named Adolph Wilt, who was tack, anchor, and the like. Let the royal city, but elsewhere they carry gold
or gilded ones; and always over the
sleeping in the building,was burned to ! '™ter rage ever so fiercely,and a good
ship outrides the storm, unless lightning, dead bodies of the nobility are placed
gold umbrellas,usually the gift of the
aeal
| rock, or some other destroyingagency,
At Charlotte,last Thursday, Martin reinforceswind and water. But a bal- sovereign. Both iu Burmah and Siam

and although characterizedby the sale of
England’sfavorite drinks, porter and
and consider him perfectly justifiablein
ale, food of all substantial kinds was to
whipping,” etc.
be obtained therein. A hungry pilot of
New York bay once, iu the year 1814,
Under the new indictment of the Markham, a brakeman, caught his foot ! loon is at the mercy of an element in na- there are many state umbrellas,all of enteved Morrison’s porter house, on
Washington correspondent Buell for tel- in a fiog while coupling airs, was run I tore which is prpverbhl for floUencse precisely the same pattern, and oue or ' x»t»ar] street,at an hpur when its larder
,
and fury. “ Fickle os the wunl,” “ tern- more is carried over the king’s head on haj been exhausted of tlie usual cuts of
egraphing that Senator Chandler was
over by a train, and lived but three hours
^ a hurricane,’’ are familiar phrases all occasions, whether sitting or recliu- meat, an l when they were not procurable
drunk, the offense of libel at Washingafter the
j suggestive of the perils of ballooning. ing, riding or walking, at home or , at thy markets, and gave a generous
ton is alleged to consist of simply filing
, order for a supper of beefsteaks. MorMichigan portal matters: postmaster* The discovery of Montgolfier is almost
The
Emperor
of
Chins,
who
never
1 risen had nothing but the beef ordered
the dispatch. This raises the question
worthless,and seems to tempt courage
does anything iu moderation, has twenty- 1 f0r flie next day’s family dinner, in the
Batavia,
Branch
county,
^
the
brink
of
foolhardiness.
In
war,
whether it is a publication of a libel, and
Hubbard F. Buff ham; South Cass, louin balloons have rendeied some service in four umbrellas carried before him when- shape of a sirloin rotating piece, aud
Chandler’slawyers will probably be
count}’, E. Sickles; Woodland, Barry reoonnoitering and affordingrelief in ever he goes out hunting— perhaps as a f from this he offered the old pilot a cut,
beaten on* it, and then have to end the
case of siege. Such was notably the case protection against wild beasts. But whioh he accepted :“ Yes, my hearty,
county, D. B. Kilpatrick.
matter by trying the offenderat Detroit,
during the late Franco-Pmssionwar. A then, as he has an equal or larger num- ' anything as long aa it’s, a beefsteak*.”
F. B. Stockbridoe, of Allegan, lias scientificwriter says : “ The question is her to herald his coming on other occor After ravenously devouringit he turned
where the dispatch was printed, or not
been commissionedResident Minister to to find out a new machine capable of fly- sions, we may conclude it is only a love ' to his host, who was expecting dissatisat all. ..
of displaying his wealth or grandeur— factiofi with the order. “Messmate,
the. Hague, as successor to C. T. Gor- i»g iu the air, and at the same time
heavier than the air.” He adds that rather an absurd display it would seem another steak jest like that.” After havThe Evansville(Ind.) Medical Society ham, of Marshall, who was appointed iu
birds are the best models to study ; but to us. The heir to the crown has ten fog ftuished hi* steaks and porter the old
have turned out Dr. Tyrrel for advertis- 1870, and comes home at his own re a substitutefor life is the desideratum, umbrellas,and other princes mid
ordered his steaks to be “cut off
five,
three,
two,
one,
respectively,
accordt]ie
roasting
piece for the future,” aud
ing in the newspapers. But how much
r{
j and thus far no progress has been made
kig
to
their rank. So oue may usually R0011 fifi) companions learned the good
toward
the
discovery
of
such
a
substitute.
worse is this than advertisingby flatterThere is a little bit of an insurrection
AU the flying-machines up to date have wad the rank of a noble he sees ap- ;timt lies iu the “small loin steak, ,rand
ing women, getting notices of great iu Jackson county over a plank road.
been utter failures. — Chicago Journal. proayhiugby tl]e number and style of Morrison was obliged to instructhis
cures or surgical operations in the papers, Several gates and one or two houses have
his umbrellas,as he discovers the rank butcher to ant his sirloin iulo steaks for
of
a mandarin, or civil officer, by the big nustomers,and the butcher, orderiug
being called out of church during meet- been burned, aud there is more trouble
RattlesnakeHunters.
color of his buttons. — Fannie
subordinates and messengers, desiging-time, driving fast through the public in prospect should the proprietors of the
The Reading (Pa.) Eagle gives an acFeudget St. Nicholas for
nated them as the “porter-houre steaty,’
streets, and generally tickling you for road undertake to resume the collection count of some rattlesnakehunters who
.........—
and increasingcustom and extending retiekliug me? And can all the other of their tolls. Assassinationaud other search for these reptilesin the Blue
A
Hard Time for Newspapers. pute soon established the term now so
Mountains. The hunters go in pairs alEvansville doctors hold up their hands Ku-klux talk is indulged in*
I can recall no time within twenty common iu all eating-houses of our
ways; so that if one is bitten the other
in assertion that they have done none of
At Bay City, the other day, a little can come to his rescue. Their boots are ! J0111*8^en, Ihe newspapers have had so I country and England. —Aeu/ York
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they said,
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accident.

.
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quest.
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Roper
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these things

?

A terrible fate was

that of

John

I.

Filkius, the Albany express robber, who

disappeared suddenly, last year, from

a nn n
while playing on a
\

aud was drowned

j

and

m

thick, aud the soles are
sledding here
New York as dur- , 1 aper.
rubber, so that they <»u ^8 the liwt six months. One tlung that |
statistics of the merchant
move noiselessly aud with safety across i tkeV have sadly missed is the advertising
0f the world illustratethe disuse
parents’ residence. The child was seen gfippery and rocky places. Atnoonis oflAr8°iDuancljllhouses. I nor to the 0f filing vessels and the increaseduse
by two Of his companions when ho fell the Lest time to catch snakes, for then “J8! panic and financial crisis, fims like
8team vessels for ocean navigation,

doc
r

ri

innl-

in

1

front Inn

very heavy

covem*

Clews^Jay

jrpHE

*

^

I

they stretch themselves Henry ^
The' total number of sailing vessels in
the Clinton (N. Y.) State Prison. Workacross the rocks to sun themselves. A Fisk k Hatch, paid enormous sums 1870 is reported to have been 59,918,
men cleaning the main sewer of the bidden to play on the docks, were afraid rattlesnakevery rarely closes its eyes, every year to the New York papers for with a capacity of 16,042,498 tons. In
aud its power of scenting is very great. advertising railway bonds, loans, etc. 1874 the number was 57,289, with a cabuilding, a few days since, foimd bis to give the alarm.
Now all that sort of thing is done with.
The State Military Association,com- It moves very slowly, and bites only Half of these heavy houses have gone pacity of 14,523,630 tons. There was a
skeletyu there, into which It is now eviwhen provoked. The men carry iron
decrease, therefore, ot 2,629 iu the numdent h^ cfowled through one of the water posed of delegatesfrom every company hooki with a prong at the end. Others i tel0 bankruptcy, and the remainder are ’ j)er 0f sailing vessels,and of 1,518,868in
‘ > end of
closets iu the hope of seeming his lib- of every regiment of militiaiu the State, have au iron with a curve at tlie
of ; floating no loans of any description, with
..t ; their capacity, The number of steamers
it, which they press down over the snake’s °ne or two exceptions. The fact that the in 1870 Vos 4,132, with a capacity of 2,held
a
session
at
Detroit
Tuesday.
Resoerty by passing through the sewer and
head on the rock. They take a pair of i odvertisingofall thevariousdepartmenta 793,452 tons. In 1874 the number bad
out at its mouth, which is strongly lutions were passed that no company
wooden pincers, nip the reptile in the of the city is now given to the Official risen to 5,365, and the capacityto 5,226,drill
closed by bars of heavy iron secured on should take part in the competitive
lve 111111 jaws, holding them very tight, and thus i Accord, a little sheet published express- 888,— an increase of 1,233 in number,
at the State Fair ; favoring an encamp- 1 raig0 aud put them into a box with 1 for this purpose, likewise makes a big
•either side by walls of heavy masonry.
and of 2,433,436 in capacity. The net
id fixing
flxincr a \rtre screen over the tlie top of it. That ! difference in the receipts of some of the Increase in capacity, taking sailing aud
ment of State troops this fall, and
The latest estimate of the Colombian upon Jackson as the next place of meet- is the way the snakes are captured alive, 1 papers. Then, again, tho general pros- steam vessels togetiier, was 914,568 tons.
The men kill them for pleasure, and the | Nation in business causes a great (hmiuu- But consideringthe greater speed of the
earthquake is 14,000 lives and $10,000,- ing. No other business of importance
skinsare preserved as trophies, just as ! tion in tho general advertising of the me- iteamers,the real increase in capacity
000, the destruction of the city of Cucuta was transacted.
the Indians value the scalps of their vio- ' tropolis. But, while the receiptshave was much greater than these figures
| thus very materially fallen oft, tho exalone being reckoned at $7,000,000. All
would indicate,—probably not less than
Terrence Mocre, President of the
penses of mnning tho daily papers have. 1,200,000tons, or rather more than 61
the better and more substantially built
Ontonagon Silver Mining Company, ar- The First Declaration of Independence. not diminished.The Beecher trial has
per cent
houses were of course most destructive
rived at Marquette a few days ago with
It wasn’t Mecklenburg,nor. Philadel- been a great drag upon them. Mr.
iu their fall, so that the wealthy class
On opening a bale of cotton at the
a silver brick weighing thirty-six pounds phia, where Independencewas first pro- Jones, tho proprietor of the Times, rein the water, but they having

been for-

is

the time that

;

_

_

.

their

fa-mu

cently stated that the trial hod cost tliat | mill of one of the largest Liverpool spinfrom the mill on Iron river, Ontonagon claimed, but iu a letter from Mrs. .John
Adams to her husband. When the paper fully $50,000. While it caused i ners, the other day, much surprise was
county. Great excitement prevails. King issued his proclamationfor sup- 1 the sale of a fe.w more copies, our papers manifested at the discovery within it of
classes, freed’ from all' restraint. The
The vein of rock is said to yield forty to pressing rebellion and sedition, after the i received, with the exception of the a box of lucifer matches bearing the folChicago Tribune foots up the destrucfailure of the mission of Richard Penn, Tribune, comparatively nothing for the lowing label; “Superior telegraphic
fifty dollars per ton.
tion of human life by famines, earthMrs. Adams wrote to Mr. Adams in outlay in reporting ami printing the j matches ; manufactured by Capples k
A peripatetic music teacher, who has
quakes, floods, and other disasters as
Philadelphia:“This intelligencewill proceedings of the protracted trial.— 1 Marston, St. Louis ; every box warbeen sojourning iu Hillsdale for a brief make a plain p^th to you, though a Late New Yotk
i ranted.” The matches were of the ordiamounting to 96,500 already within the
nary kind, and on one or two of them
period, was treated to a ride oa a rail dangerous oue. I coukl not join to-day
present year.
In a late trial before the Court of Di- being tried they were found to ignite
in
the
petitions
of
our
worthy
pastor
for
through the streets of the town one day
a reconciliation between our no longer vorce, Eng,, the Judge who presided 1 with the greatest readiness. The cotton
The latest British sensationis basket last week. He represented himself as a parent State, but tyrant State, and these said that certainly more than one-half of, came to Liverpool from Mobile, and the
burial. The idea t>f popularizing the ingle man when, in fact, he had a wife Colonies.Let ua separate ; they are un- the case? he had to deal with arose in j most serious consequences might have
some way or other out of drunkenness, resulted had the least amount of friction
practice of cremationhas been aban- m New York, and was very sweet on the worthy to be our brethren. Let us renounce them, and instead of supplica- It became, he continqed, almost a stereo- i been applied to the lucifersduring the
young
ladies
of
Hillsdale.
Hence
the
doned, and How a movement has been
tions, as formerly, for their prosperity typed questionin a divorce suit; “Were voyage, or even after the cotton had
inaugurated for displacingmetallicand indignationof tl^e Hillsdalers.
and happiness, let us bf teech the Al- you happy iu your , married lifel” the reached its destination.
New. patents issued to citizens of this mighty to blast their counsels, and to answer generallybeingi “Yes, till the
wooden coffins with baskets, on the sup“ What are yo dancing around fur
respondent took, to drinking.”
position that .the sooner the body re- State : * Stive baskets, R. B. Wheeler, bring to naught ail thefir devices.” This
inquired a boot-black yesterdayof a boy
H. was a declarationof independence preturns to its Original element tho better. Niles ;
acquaintance,whoso face was covered
ceding by months tligb winch Jefferson The Federal authorities have decided
with smiles, and who was executing a
The natural instinctof bereavement is Seeley, ' Feijwiq^ ; ga$e-hingf4 G forge
that
the
handling
or
circulation,
in
any
v ’
double-shuffle. “Gloiy ’unff fur oue
manner,
of
advertising
circulars
gotten
Marsh,
Marshall;
rein-holders,
Jas.
to protect the remains from decomposidavl”
replied the lad, jumping still
A Canine Mail-Carrier.
up m any de«eo whatever in imitation
tion as long ns possible. The basket Bulgfc^ Ni^tetlnglisrMupkfgoii;
higher,
“cow got into the gardefi this
The postmaster in Newbury, N. H., at of United States currency, is a violation,
proposition comes from., an eminent tableTeafuftera "and supporters,Tilton the south end of Sunapee lake, has a of law, and lays the person so issuing morning and tramped every bed flat os
physician, Mr. Seymour Hayden, and E. Smith, Attica ; blind-slat adjusters, shepherd dog which has constituted him- them liable to heavy line and imprison- ver liat, and I won t liave to pull a weed
this summer
”— 'icksburg Herald.
self a mail-carrier,/r On the, arrival of ment
has the enthusiastic support of the JolraG. Whit), Charlotte.

were the especial victims of the disaster,

.Affording tempting booty to the criminal

_
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general expectation of the

friends of Rev.
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many

For the Holland City Fetor:

a speedy

Pieters, tyr

A Choice Lot

Tbs Elver Street Improvement.
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Mr. Editor:—

a

teaming done on

eminent surgeons in Europe, hoping there

Jotofl.

might be

ful surgical operations, through which

Common

the repetitionof

peril of his life,

n September

of

parltrtjs.

next. While

on his

the

way

fitted

tleman

y

him

proceed with

his

Xeati, Eto.
...

;*

Wood, Staves, Eto,
Cordwood, maple, dry ............

Hemlock Bark .................... V

covered with clay and gravej by means of

journey would

...........

_

sion

is

not, however, one that has been ac-

__

this case,

perhaps, the clay

and

M. D.

could be paid for by River Street alone

improvement

The correspondentof the Detroit Free Fund

Persons wishing to charter
Capt. F. R. Brower,
HOLLAND, MICH.

1875.

28,

July

A

Vock 00

o

3raln, Peed, Eto.
; CorrtcUd by tht “Hugger MUU.
Wheat, white « buabel... ........

Kiver
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'J* hI,ld at M,,Mjn,cHill!
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At East Saugatuck the Bangor Furnace
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“ Company have

J.

O. Doksburu, Sec
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f

100

lb

..............
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.

I will venture the assertion that

be

many

Editor.

charcoal,

ofV

21.00

Cty

of

a

sketch

made

is

is

and enabled him to take

It is a very fine picture and

own

city as

it to the Council and taxpayers, hoping

which costs him $1.50 per cord.

car-

that the

dangerousprecedent established by

load of charcoal is shipped daily in box

Eighth

Street

A

cagoA Michigan Lake

it

it

does not “flatter.”

When

ture is completed in colors, it will

hend more

for

a

know,

Senator Thurman,

we

abroad may be the means

-*•*
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capitalof

"'<• Ohio

la

good

BY

now.

It
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Pair of Horses;

Two Cows.

„ M.

D.

HOWARD.

Holland, July 19th,

1875.

work, nor

p“11 lh‘

JUST ISSUED.

The National

IP.

WILLIAM

gtomagejs.

VAA IfORTWICF,

1875.

interesting and attractive Jour-

On Sunday, July 25, 1875, at
the Parsonageof the M. E. Church, of this City,
by the Rer. P. Glass, Capt. Bans Thompson
to Miss Mart Hon, all of this place.

that subject.
subject. In
In reply
reply to
to inquiries
inquiries he
he said:
saidthat

Improved Farm

‘‘The Democratic party in Ohio is divided on the currency question. The finan-

FOR; SALE.

special

cial opinions

I

MEAT MARKET

general fund

for

is taken from the

a lack of moral courage for not denoun-

Holland, July

—

“How

An adiournedmeeting of the members of TunMdgs A
the
not on frontage.Tbe valuationof the said:
e .»UI.«"U
Holland i/ciucicry
Cemetery corporation,
Corporation,will
property along River street, is $47,500, or
"The place and time were not opportu- be held in the consistory room of the First
Reformed Church, in the City of Holland
one-eighth of the assessed valuationof ne. It is a great injusticeto condemn one
o’clock
for opinions never uttered. I have said or on Monday, August 9, 1875,
all the real estate in the city; hence, if
«
done nothing to warrant the charges in the
A. C. Van Raaltr, President.
street improvemenU are hereafter made
* ?*• My record in the
K. Schaddelee,Secretary.
upon the basis of general taxation, the
share which River street must pay for the

improvements of

all the streetswould

miles of street in length, whereas her

own

mile. This difference in
rate is apt to become still greater as the
place grows and the valuation of real eslength is just 1

tate along the business-streets-Increases.

Now,

unless the petition of E.

Van

paid ont of

improvement be
tbe general fund, is based npthis

on philanthropicand liberal principles,
not visible to the naked eye, we admit
that

“w

don’t see the

point."

'

garasy
Tbe

andlence >t

. Freach

Pa.

thf.tre la
Sptcial Notice. ‘

msjrrsir:
their hats for
rest of the

audience. The aged, and the

by DR.

BOND’S

^

•

No. 1319,

*

•

Holland, Sept.

18,

1874.

\

FOR JiALE!

^

flve-cent cigar,

go

to

L

-

The travelingPublic and all others
who wan} a good dinner can get it at the

“FHCEINTX.”
Ice Cream and Strawberry Short-Cake,
every day during the berry season. New
Potatoes,and New Tomatoes and all the delicaciestbe home and foreign market afJ. MC VICAR, Proprietor.
Holland, June 25, 1875.

fords.

CRAKPTOn IKmiAL
IS THE “BEST.”

*

mi

This Soap Is manufactured lYom pure materials,
and as It contains a large percentage of Vegetable
Oil. Is warrantedfolly equal to the best Imported
Caslile Soap, and at the same time possessesall
the washing and cleansing propertiesof the celebrated German and French Laundry Soaps. It is
therefore recommended for nse In the Laundry.
Kitchen, and Bath-room, and for general household
purposes;also for Printers, Pafnlprs, Engineers,
and Machinists, as It will remove ’stains of Ink,
Grease, Tar, Oil, Paint, etc., Bern the handa. Manufoctnred only
*

by

‘ f

CRAMPTON BROTHERS,

HOUSE, STORE and LOT*

*,

4,

8,

8

and

10

Rutger* Place-, and 81 and 85 Jeffer-

eon Street,New Tort.
I

till,

t30*FoR a good
Kanters & Co.

ChMtimt St., PhUtiolphli, Ft.

J

Hebea Walsh,

AND

Wall St. N. Y.

Remedies,with foil directions,sent'to any part of

The Crrr Drug Store will be kept
open on Sundays, until Airther notice is
given.

the accommodationbf the

bald are not expected to comply with
request."

2

22-34

world. Send

nutfit., Philadelphia,

PHOENIX HOTEL

.trceL, scut free.

Bankers A Brokers

f°r pamphlet and Particulars.
for pamphlets Address’^
and particularsAddress, H. T. Bond,
M. D., Penna. Cancer Institute,1819 Ches- B, T, BOHDi V, D,i Ptmi, Ciscir lurtitntt.

part of the

tod“

PROFIT.

on Wall

DISCOVERY.

Dr. Bond’s Discovery
Remedies, with full directions, sent to any

der

Veen, H. D. Post, Henry Bsum, and others
asking that part of

Dated Holland,July, 15, 1875.

Cancer cured by

also one-eighth, equivalent to nearly 8

Co.,

CURED

sw-ssTsci.sr

be

It,”

CANCER

at

Location—6 miles south-east of the City ot HolM. D. HOWARD,
Cor. 8th and River Streets.
HollandCity, Mich.
May 9th, 1875.

land.

HALL.
$10,000 DINING
-

out.

Do

to

platformat the ratification meeting, he

evening.

To

m

A OREAT BARGAIN.

been Invested tn Stock Privilefesand paid

900

"Holland Cemetery Association.”

the improvement of any cing the inflationplank of the Columbus

street,is raised by a tax on tahuition,and

-

Hm

1875.
^*»

80,

CLAY |OIL.

PIPST WARD.

$50

want to dispose of an 80 acre farm, worth $2.0(0
at a pat sacrifice.25 acres of this land
Is Improved, and contains 4 acres of
bearing orchard.

—

THE

1875.

money

WILMS,

Cor. 10th and River Streets and buy yon a good
Protestant, substantial
and easy working pump, which has

.

ever amount of

H.

l'Mh

been put down to wholesale prices,so low that a
person can buy one for almost half what they used
U.
to cost. W ilms will sell his horses and quit peddMng Pomps, and therefor sell ihem lower at
Late Editor of the “American Daily Standard. the Factory.
Jersey City, X. J.
Holland. Mich. May 11.
13-tf

THOMPSON-nOEK—

Democraticplatform, which

Replying to the charge that he evinced

get out of order and you

kdited by

the opposite of hit. well-known views on

petition.WhaU

to last ; it will

23-26

New York City

was

the

25, 1875. 2-tf

PUMPS! PUMPS!

Improvement*

from the language of

JVAZjSW, Druggist,

Holland, Mich., Feb.

Notices.
contained in the platform
Address:THI NATIONAL FJO IflTANT,
is suggested by some to petition the Com- should only be regarded as no expression
P. O. Box 4,961. 67 Liberty Street, New York.
of
local
opinion,
and
nothing
could
be
mon Council to order some for distribumore unjust than to attempt to charge on River Street
tion. The picture can be seen at Mr Breythis account that the Democratic party as
man’s. Price, $3.
To the Property-awnm on River Street:
a national organization, U animated by a
spirit of inflation. In all times of com
At a meeting of the Common Council of
— IN’
A meeting has been called for the inercialdepression the cry of more money the City of Holland,held on Wednesday
mst., it was
J ’
property-ownersalong River street, on is raised, the present period being no ex- the 28 Inst.,
ception. Inflation is liable to be found in
Resolved, That the Mayor be reques
Tuesday evening next, to attempt to get
both political parties,and it is very unbeto call a meeting of the propertyowna majority of them to join on one petition coming for Republican journals to deers along River Street, on Tuesday evenjnderfjened announces to the Public that
nounce
tlie
Democracy
ns
an
inflation
parasking for its improvement. We have no
ing, August 8rd next, at the Engine he has finished his new Meat-Market,and Is now
now
y.wBHgw
prominent
«
Republican
as
doubt but what, if the River street proHouse, to meet with the Common Council, read) to snpply his customers with all kinds of
Judge Kelley, is haranguing the ironMinis and Sauaaccs. By promptnessand fair dealin order to try to obtain a majority of the
perty-owners will look at this matter in its
nX he feels confident of giving satisfaction u. Si
workers of Ohio in favor of his 3-65 bond
true light, they will abandon the idea of scheme and greenback heresies. The Re- property owners to join on one petition thow who wl,h.o favor him whh part of
asking for the improvement of River
being aided from the general fund of the publican party in Ohio is also divided on Street."
Son^i Hwdwwc Store?' '™t °f °n*wk»‘' *
the currency question. The financial
city, seeing that for every o/w dollar aid
Holland, April 2.
W. BUTKAU.
In
accordance
with
the
above
resolution,
plank in their platform can be construed
they receive,it involves them into an ob- to mean bard or soft money, and promi- said meeting will be held at tbe time and
ligation to return nearly /Aw, -just the nent Ohio Republican Congressmen are in place therein mentioned.
J. Van Landkoend, Mayor.
reverse from what they expect, Judging favor of more greenbacks."
in a manner not thought of

—

Wholesale and Retail

distributed

of doing us

"morel

mlldlr.

— SOLID AT

One Lumber Wagon;
One Double Harness;

-

bis position towards the financial plank

engraved, or not, that we may
possess
each
peysess each a
a copy
copy and
and send
send one
one to
to our
our

a hundred

of Ohio, a

cratic party has been interviewedrelative

ed. The question now is whether we
;ue
19 WMher

iriends. In fact

-

is $82,000,000.

Democrat and anti-inflationistand one of the
compreablest and influentialleaders of the Demo-

T

A

disregarded before

this pic-

newspaper reports that could be publish-

r'-

may be

The banking

stranger than all the

a have

Impediments are

known hr operating

tnj orabk

PILLS.

Holland, Mich.

causes farther trouble. Publius.

Shore Railroad.

be could hardly imagine it to be, unless
seen from that spot; and still we

83,

FOR SALE

I shall not enlarge upon this subject, but
and shipped
Bangor. Six teams are with the one argument above given leave

make^ one see cars made for that purpose, over the Chi-

the extent and beauties of his

that

Holland, Ju,y

will it be for the best interests

constantly engage'd in hauling the wood,

in the entire city,

lake, and river, the docks and railroads!

foundry at

to the

Howard,

1875. 8w

mmCIOEAM

be hauled within the next Ihlrtv days.

oughfare.

Mr. Weyant aboard the

1,

AMI-BILIOUS

tea^ijntq-.

cars at six cents per bushel

taken from the elevation across the river
near the residenceof Mr. M. D.

delivered by

than

DR. SCHOUTEN’S

coal per kiln.

by

him some three weeks ago. The view

Holland, Mich., June

|ulm1i5ftnrnts.

The kilns are filled twice they did it alone, no Common Council
1 month, which shows that about 8,000 couldjustly call upon them to contribute
8t. Joseph, has drawn
cordfc of wood are used in a year, produc- toward paying for a single load of tana birds-eye view of the
ing about 230,000 bushels of charcoal. It bark for Fish street, or any other thor-

Holland, from

PER GALLON,

Five Gallons.

will

of the city to create such a precedent. If

char-

at

F.

years before any more substantial

floor to the top

making 2.200 bushels of

now sold

47.17

N. W. Bacon, R. S.

kilns are then closed up tight and given six er, in a certaiu sense of the word, to fix
days to let the fire go out and cool off.— their own street, as if it were a separate

Saturday, July 31,1875

up the “proof” of

it

is

R. K. Hbald, N. G.

near

lots

it,

Each cord ol wood gives forty bushels of country,hut

Mr. Morse, of

own

of arch by having one of the principal streets in
and holds fifty-fivecords of four-foot town improved; and than why should he
wood. Being charged, the wood is fired not aid in paying for it?
River Street I think would find h cheapand allowed to burn seven days. The

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
VAN SCHELVEN, • •

erected six kilns for

from the

feet high

ft

ft.

to

offered to

Vialtlng brothers»re cordiallyInvited.

is paid

ing charcoal. They are

£
Kiour.mooft ........
....... IS
Pearl Barley, V 100
......... ..V.V «joo 7 Cj
Bariev,

who happen

it

now

in quantities of not less

makunder the super- improvements are made. No one will deny that his property, and what is more,
vision and control of T. O. Weyant. Each
htmtelf, will not in a measure be benefitted
kiln is forty by sixteen feet and nineteen

gg

........ «

for by those

item:

ail*')

town unless

street, are

Public. The vintage of

1874,

Pre*e, of this place, gives the following in rendering those streets passable, but
description of the charcoal-pits at East should the rule be laid down that nothing of^each'week’ I,0,,and M,chM on TuMt,nj Evening
for the

The

Home-made Wines, at the
Wine-cellar of Mr. He Jong,

has already been called upon to aid

Saugatuck, which is a very interesting must be done

rates.

0*0. LAUDER, W. M.

any way? The General

in

14-tf

Pure

H-is

run y.
it

H

'

1875.

At greatly reduced

Rkoitlar Cnmmunlcitlonof Tnitt Lodm*

Hniunli K'\0 h' M

15,

'W’lJSTE

oaaL vNnftC,tylj0^r,\N° ^'^ndent Order
ofUdd FcHovii. holds Its regular meetings at Odd

........................* JJ

tlea,

Excursion Parties.
will address

Of

Railroad

AND

HOWARD.

fTTTx.

gravel

Pish street, Tenth or Twelfth street needs

'

.....
Stave bolu, aoftwood ....... ...... ........2 2!

the

To any one who wishes to keep a Livery,
Stable, and run a 'Buss from and to the
Railroad Depots and a Hotel, I offer the
use of the barn of the JSTNA HOUSE,
free of charge, with an additional bonus
for running it in connection with my Hotel. This is a splendid opportunity and
anyone wishing to Invest will address:
P. Zalhman,
AStna House,
Holland, Mich.

Holland, April

before the operation, and mailed two and they receive sufficientbenefit to pay
days thereafterwith one or two lines added for the outlay. But how will it be when

'ijo'a« ju,

no payment down on

In the

in proof of his favorable condition.
:

ex

amine this claim. Eighth Street was

referred to was written by himself the day

green ...........

H2™;C,.whll'0,k'

now

part of the expense; and we will

of the Na-

panied the operation. The letter almve

i; ^.5^::::::::—

Sabbath School Fic-nics

________
______
15, Old plat.

charge of Prof. Tilanus. The ted on by the Council; nor should it be
if the welfare of the city is concerned.In
greatest success appears to have accom-

• 3 qq

“
“

MY OTTER.

i

have made arrangeI can accom-

reflectionupon the “Board."

how

One petition asks that the city bear

resolved not to go, and placed himself at

once

And

ments by which
modate large

“

M

14-1*

any price. This

to be settled—

West Addition.
Block 25, old plat.

“
“

“
10,“

No

more so inasmuch as an assessmentupon the property owners
upon his arrival here, the season of the and therefore many say all the streets
year would be more unfavorablefor an should bo treated in the same manner if
they want to be improved. This concluoperation than the present Ds. Pieters

Beef, dreaaod V lb ......................
Chlckena, dreaaed per lb ........ ........ ®
Lard, » D .......
...............
,5
Pork, dreaaed V lb ................
Smoked meat, V ft ................ !
Hmoked bam, V ft ..........
Tailow, f ib
.............

„

that to

at

be hazardous, the

.......

..

latter gen

an eminent surgeon and professor

Anatomy and Surgery at one

to be

it

Lake Michigan,

H

shall it be paid for*

tional Institutesat the capital. He told

Potatoea, V buabel ...............
Timothy Heed, « buabel ...........
........

is

by having work

he had been in con- leaves but one question
The

Blocks E and

latter.

done very

cheap and the laborers would also be beno-

whom

in

done, as the hard times and lack of em- interest and

to

45.

Also 800 Lots in my addition to the City
of Holland, on long time, at 7 per cent

the best to have the job

steamer Moat, he felt indisposed and re-

in

Honey,
...................
18
Hav, ^ ton ......................
Oulona,|) buabel ...............

is

Rotterdam, to take passage on board the

sultation relative this matter.

Clover aeed, V buabel
f doaen ............

the present time

ployment would enable

Tilanus, with

—

Apple*, « buabel ................ a
Beana, » buabel ..................
*i w.
Butter, V t) ..............•••.too

the opinion that

C, West Addition.

1, 2, 8, 4 and 5,
Block 2. Lot 4, Block 8. S. W. Add.
“ 9,
0. “ 4,
7.“
“
“ 9, “ 12. “ 4, “ 18.“
“
“13,
8. “ 0, “ 11. “
“
F. “ 6, “ G ’ W. Add.
“ 0,

“
All seem to unite in

And

15.

Lou

therefore waiting for a decision of the sub-

turned again to Amsterdam, to Dr. C. B.

B>

and 15

am prepared at all times,
short notice, to nerve the

BLACK LAKF

2,4 ^C,7,8,9, lO,!!, 12,18, t4

Lote

of

ing intervals.He was expectingall along
to return towards the latter part

1,

" 14,

to the

their use exclusively and the whole city is

summer, and submit to another operation

Wool, y

“ 5,

“

The improvement will not be confined to

which comes with decreas-

"
“
“
“

T

offer for sale

fqK!.

ac

Lot 8, Block 41, helngon the South-

Irable location for any kind of

“KiW

!

Public with Excursions on

Lot if, Block 29.
u 2.
81.

ject.

—

Produce, Eto.

the owner and agent for the followwhich I will sell at such prices
as the “Board of Review," now in session
shall apprize them ati
ing City Lots,

Lot 9,

and

on

am

I

!

1875. 19-21

24,

I

Eighth

many

Council, signed by so

Store.

7b the Editor of the Holland City Ntwo:

that the parties most interested desire It.—

he

has passed successfully thus far, though on

each occasion at the

on

is

Holland, Mich., June

the property holders, show conclusively

subjected, involving periodical and pain8lnr Ba^on lOmitirea.
8cbr Ma r, tT< cdi bark.
Scow Banner, 60 m feet tab lumbar.
Hfnr Union.
8t Bi Standard Rock.
8cbr Caledonian, 86 coa wood.
** WolUn 68 m feet tab lumber.
8tmr Huron, 90 tn atavea.
Hi I) ’ S.MndaroRock, —
Scbr Josea 1C eda bark.

as there

tt

Street. The two petitionspresented

a probability of a differenttreat-

ment than the one to which he has been

DEPARTURES.

Our

Walsh's City Drng

have been interested in

I

sudden check, by the rethe proposed improvement of River Street;
ceipt of a letter dated Amsterdam, July
12th. It is well known that the motives and as I think our people should occasionwhich led Ds. Pieters to make this trip, ally express their views on public queswere brought about by bis old complaint, lions, In the columns of the local papers,
I take the liberty of using a small space.
scrofulous tumor, and for which be has
The necessity of some covering for this
been operated not less than five times,
street is I think apparentto all. There is
within a period of eight years. As s last
undoubtedly as much, If not more, heavy
resort he concluded to consult with some

ARRIVALS.

2i
2
,*ocklh
Schr CftledovUa.
“ WolHo.

with

has met

EXCURSIONS

Of writing paper and envelopesat

return from his visit to the old country,

,

Mich., Match 3,

m

18-34.

business.Terms
TB R,’LI'i«

bomciung now. AUiin**, TLo Loverly Oa, Chicago,

The Reformed Church at North Hol-

jottings.
They

land, is to receive a tine steeple.

The work

call retired printers, ex-pressmen.

--

— —
Muskegon has expended $140,000 for
-

Formerly of

government building

•

The

--

propeller Lato

---Bnut, is

morrow with

in here to

a party

from

Chi-

The young men of Allegan propose to camping

HIS.

have been
the woods near

of this place

out this week In

o
H
o
hH
O

O

Six guests of the

Kent County jail

W
o
o

left

lion bushels of peaches to market this sea- without settlingtheir bills, and the land-

a reward for

lord ia after them, offering
tlie

years.

Lydia Smith,

George Arnold has been appoipted

W.

postmasterat Saugatuck,in place of V.

Johnson, resigned.— Cbrnr/wmo/.

Thnddeus Ste-

We

The Saugatuck Commrcial, says:
to

announce

hereaftershe

that

his

w

s

given $5,000

sued the estate for six

will, has

A

years’ pay at $200 a month.

Treasurerof Chicago,are jointly and sev-

Fridays,

erally liable for any margin

Gage

20,

1875.

A

BradlaUGh has made a

against

In regard to the capsizing of the schoo-

the British Parliament granting

Will make

dia trip.

Tri-

Weekly

The

21: “The tug K. D. Holton has brought in

has organized with the election of the fol-

lowing officers:

damage In

fered but little
Is

supposed she will have

dock.”

The

-

outfit, though
to

go into dry

--

“thrashing

Prcutclpni— Dr. J. R. McNctt, Grand Haven.
Vice Prondent-Dr.WhIIcd, Berlin.
Secretary— Dr. 8. L, Morric, Grand Haven,
Tr ninrcr— Dr. J. \V. Switzer, Spring Lake.
Censor— Dr. Reynold*and Briggs, Grand Haven,
and Dr. Van Velsor, Nunlca.

campaign” of the new

crop, in this locality, was inaugurated on

In a few days

Wednesday,at the farm of Mr. Wilson new

the contractors for

trips between

Planing

Winston, will be here to

The new wheat thus far will turn out

their

although it

is feared

that in some

locali-

frost

and

be a

shrinkage by

the

to

of

of last week, while

George Campbell was working in De Fey
ter Brothers'sawmill four miles north
from this city, the carriage commenced
backing suddenly and knocked him over,
crushing his right leg below the knee.—
Campbell

is

man

a

of family, wife and one

child. The hands employed around the

the

new

inspector on the

Governmentis

Mr. C. Langren,

For further particularsapply to
PFANSTIEHL, Holland and

and will keep

a full line

a

Street,

Chicago, and

15-tf.

P,

70.

DlWS,

River

E. S.

Paints

DUNN.

CITY HOTELS

dog running sud-

a

denly out and barking. Checking
horse with
out of

a

for miles around, broke every pane of

woman

the buggy, over the dash board

and children into convulsions.
Pres-

against the horse, which started him anew’ byterian Council in London has been

made

in

making

a turn

hurting the old

man

Constitution adopted

caused the accident, public. The name given to the new union
internally.Mr. La- is: “Alliance of the Reformed Churches

moreaux was seventy-four years of age, Throughout the World. ” All churches are
and one of the pioneer settlers of the included which hold to the Presbyterian
county.

system and creed.

The

preamble of

tlie

and the season afford.

The Rooms

South Haven, came over

on

the steamer

ance, which are to demonstrate the unity
of the belief

among Protestants,

agement

of the Baptist and

Rev. Dr.

J. O.

Holland,Mich.,

Rev. E.

Mechesney, pastors, respective-

Personals.—Ob Tuesday, Hon. W.

party numbered over 200, and be-

Williams,registered at the City Hotel.

8.

ly. The

Methodist Sab- religious intolerance.

new

fitted up

on

the

sides tlie above organizationsincluded

many

of the citizens of

partook of the occassion

that place,
to

enjoy a

who

ride

on

W.

his guests,
their stay pleasant.

officers of the

boat contributed to

and South Hainspect the work now in progress

the Huron, for Saugatuck

WERKMAN

confort and enjoyment.

and render

Mr. E. Smil and R. B. D. Simonson of
year, have acceptedpositionsas teachers

two stations bn the Michigan Central Rail-

near Ryerson’s

saw-mill.

Prof. Scott has returned from his eastern

LakeDr.

8.

L. Morris was in this city on

“He was seen from the American Hotel,
Tuesday.
by a man who reached the scene as soon as
possible and recovered i the body; but
List of jurors drawn for the August
although the boy was in the water hard- term of the Circuit Court for Ottawa
ly five minutes, all efftiu to restore ani- County, commencing Tuesday, August
mation proved vain, deceased warf about 10th:
thirteen years of age/ and bis untimely
Allendale— Eli E. Hartzell.
Crockery- Seth O. Hunter.
death falls heavily upin the hearts of his
Georgetown—Sietse Bush.
parents, who have th^ deep sympathy of
Grana Haven City— Edward Gatfleld,
the community in Ujieir great affliction.” Isaac H. Sanford,Edwin D. Blair, Henry
The funeral took place on Thursday after- Van Zylen.
Holland City— G. Slenk. K. Schaddclee.
noon. A large and Sympathizingaudience
Holland Town— Jan Ten Have, T.
filled the church. Th4 sermon was preachDykema.
ed by Rev. E. C. Oggel, of Grand Haven,
Jamestown— Luther M, Clark, James
while the pastors of the Methodist and Brandt.
Polkton— Ezra O. Phillips,Thomas Hef’Congregational
charchei took part in the
services and

made

an address in the En-

WANT
Everybody who
wishes to purchase PAINTS, OlLfU VARNI8H,
URU8HE8, GLASS, etc., to call and examine my
stock.
>

The

A SPECIALITY.
Highest market price paid
for Butter & Eggs, in trade or

is not surpassed. It la warrantedauperLir to any
White Lead In this market, and Is sold^atmuch
less price. My stock Is purchasedIn large quantities of firsthands, saving all lobbers’ profits, and I
can therefore afford to sell Dclo* my neighbors.

Rmmbtr—Iam not to b* undntold by ant House
n the Stats of MicMgan. Call and aee.
48-

in cash.
25,

1875.

tf

E.

HEBER WALSH
Druggist U Phannacllt.

HEROLD,

Eighth Street,

-

-

City ok
o

sustains his ofd reputation, and that nobody needs to be wtmlng In anything
which belongs to his line of trade.

still

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

Uditt, Dali,

Mi,

ui Hint: War

Also a fall line of

BOOTS, SHOES, Finsnonsra-s,
RUBBERS, ETC.

Flannels,
Repellents,

The most competent workmen constantlyein
ployed, and all work made'up in the
latest style and with dispatch.

Hg

fnupt

fill Htctin

Cotton* des

A Very large stock
Ladies'

Holland.

The undersignedrespectftillyannounces that he

E.

on hand.
Holland, Feb.

Goods.

Ladies and

nth

HOLLAND,

Street,

Gentlemen's
Underwear,

El

48-8

Prints,

Notions,
Hats & Caps,

J.

sly

20tb,

Attntiu,

HEROLD.

1874. l-8^&-ly

M. Reidsema & Son.

- --

Holland, Mich., Sept.

S. I.

15,

1874.

47-8a-ly

HAND ALL.

of our co-partnership. I am
ng on thla business alone, at the OLD STORE,
where lean be found at all times, and where I will
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt and
Fresh Meats, and offer them at the lowest prices.
I expect to see all our old friends,to come snd call
on me, when I will offer them such bargains ss will
induce them to purchase their daily rations with
'

The oldest Furniture House in
the City,

CHEAP FOR CASH.

Jacol) Kuite.

o

Always keep
Give them a call before buylng^eleewhere.

Meat Market,

and well selected atock of Furniture,at prices correspondingwith the times.
a full

Wall Paper,

Since the dissolution

c»«

ry

I

me.
Holland.Peb.

Window Shades,
Carpets,

Robinson— John W. Barnard.
Van Der Meulen
Spring Lake— James A. Cross, George
was the first and cherished pastor of the G. Lovell, Samuel Lillie.
Talmadgo— Jaines Gronnan, James W.
Third Reformed Church of this city, and'
Smith.
much sympathy is felt and expressed for
Wright— Benjamin B. Haas, Stephen
himself and his family, by the many Shaw.
1

Zeeland— Arend J. Bolt.

Jwt Kaat of the City Hotel I have opened a new
Meat Market where the pabllc will be eerved at all
timee with the choicest of all kinds of Meats, ae
the differentseason of the year rosy demand. AH
I ask Is to give me a call and satisfy yourselves of
the
g. i. RANDALL.
Holland, May 5,
155- tf

above.
1875.

JACOB KUITE.
1874.
1

4fl-*s-tf

IRON CORN SHELLERS,

Feathers,

New MeatMarket.

14,

BUR BAX’S

Oil Cloths,

FOB SALE BY

fron.

glish language. Rev. J.

friends be has retained In this community.

AND

*-iy

Skirts.

trip.

tide Weekly gives the following particulars:

%,

Which I* more complete in every department than
ever before. They have a large line of all kinds ol

Young

the citizens

of Holland and vicinity.

& SONS,

Shawls,
boom

And recommends herself to

Choice Groceries

Holland, Mich., June

first lime since his re-election.

the graduated class of Hope College, tills

Scrofulous Swellings.
Makes a specialty of all FEMALE COM-

kn. Wykhttlfen’iQueen of Ointment
can be bought at tlie Store of J. H. KiekIntveld, Eighth Street. Price, 25 Cents.
Holland, Mich., Febrpary 25, 1875.

NINTH STBIET.

TEAS AND SYRUPS

Prop’r.

)

their

COB. 8? BIV2B 4

Col. Mansfield, U. 8. A., passed through
here on Wednesday, and took.passage on

-

i

MINDERHOUT,

commodation of

o

Holland City White Lead

Lake Michigan and give us a neighboring ven, to
General^ Dealers.
call. Among the number we had the on those harbors.
River Street, .....
Holland.
pleasure to make the acquaintance of Mr.
After a sixteen-weeksconfinement,Aid.
the Pnpllc that they have received
W. E. Stewart, of the South Haven Sentinel, Sipp was out tin the street, on crutches, Announce to 'arge
and new atock of
and Dep. Collector of that port. They re- Wednesday,and in the evening attended
ported a very pleasant trip and spoke in a meeting of the Common Council for the
terms of praise of the manner in which the

Jolm Roost A Son

ed with the Hotel.
J.

WYKHUIZEN

CHILDREN,

Gents’ Furnishing Goods.

ground fioor. Livery connect-

i

PLAINT AND DISEASES OF

Agents a large and well lighted sample

room has been

id

-------

o

-

AT

Dealers in

Office on First Floor.;
For the convenienceof Commercial

ovid

Cures: Felons,
Burns, and

July SO, 1875.

and

Michigan, is beautifully situatedfor excursionists and fishing parties, and the Proprietor will do all in his power for the ac
B.

L’o.

J.
hat removed from
Eighth Street to No. 25, Tenth Street,
West of Hope Church.

DOESBURG.

Goods Sold Cheap

organize

W. Hewson and

W. Verhekk &

MRS.

are spacious and

Huron, on Wednesday, to visit our city.— mission work, promote educational and
BT Holland City being located at the
The affair was gotten up under the man- social reforms, and oppose infidelity and head of Black Lake, six miles from Lake
bath-schools,

Or anything In our line, manufactured on abort
notise.

All the leading Patent MedicinesIn the market.
A full Block of the very best Perfumery aold In
bottle or by measure.

elegant furniture.

Constitution recitesthe object* Of the Alli-

Another and large excursionparly from

STEAM

AND BLINDS,

DOORS, SASH

Paint Brushes.

well furnished with

by the

and

The

A

IDIR/IT KILIfcT

:e?;e:m:

This House has changed Pro-

his

jerk, it threw a sack of flour

WE HAVE

SPECIALITY.

Hair and

of imported

glass in town, and threw half the

who

Or Re-Sawing Done.

II.

be

which took fright from

satisfy all

Planing, Matching,

Oils

deal-

roared out in a voice that shook the earth

t;

tern

Counter, Cloth,

FIRST-CLASS.

young and spiritedhorse,

t

Chamois Skins,

Holland, Mich., May, 1875.

made up a purse of $30 for him, and domestic liquors.
prietors, and is _ open to the
and we arc Unformed by Dr. Carpenter
In reply to Senator Morton’s sneer at
who attends the wound, that it looks
traveling public. Nopains have
the age of Governor Allen, the old man
very favorable.
been spared by the new Prosaid: “Senator Morton says that I am too
old. Do I walk with two canes! Am I prietor to nuike it
On Saturday last, Mr. Daniel Lamorparalysed from my hips down? Did I have
eaux, of Ihe township of Manlius, while
to be lifted upon this stand? Cun Senaon his way home from Fennvillc, was
tor Morton speak to you in a voice like The table will
sup] died
thrown from his buggy and so badly inthis?” The last sentence the old man
with the best the market
jured that be died on Monday mornine.—
a

and

Are sold as cheap at this Drug Store as at any
other. Medicineswarrantedto be atrictly pure.

Clfrk,

Mott Approved Pa

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
‘ WE SHALL MAKE A

Medicines,

On Board.

Mill.

And we are confident we can
want

EIGHTH STREET

-

tlie

Trusses,

mill have

He was driving

Of

DOESBUHG,
mm m mem.

NO.

Saturday.
DEPUY & LAWLER, 22-26

of liquors, has paid a special tax as

12, 1875.

J. 0.

CHICAGO,

Tuesday, Thursday, &

Toledo, Ohio.

Mu. Wm. Van Putten has completed
his new addition to his drug store. <44
nbles him to take the petition out of the
present building and add 12 feet more to
his present store. His increaseof business called for additional room. Mr.
Van Putten having on hand a large stock
er

,

“push” the

rust.

On Friday afternoon

Leaving

matter and have the entire job completed

appearance on the field before reaping, part of
and that there must

HOLLAND,

FIF1ELD.

J. J.

Holland, Mich., Feb.

Monday, Wednesday&Friday;

commence with

work. They intend

been deceived by the fine before fall. The

ties the eye has

SOUTH HAVEN-

Leaving

These goods will be sold at the lowest po**lMe Wee. IvtryArtioli W&mittftobsjaitai lip-

mCEIsTIX

cribs at our harbor, Messrs Rosser &

Harrington, two miles south of this city.—
fair,

Via

CIGARS,

&

1,

“Ottawa County Medical Society”

the capsized schooner Elrat which has suf-

Clocks, Spectacles, &

and give notice of this for the special benWatches, clocks and Jewelry Repaired In the
efit of all dealers in said articles.
best manner.
Farmers will find my store a welcome
Holland. Mich., December 1874.
)lace. I wish to buy all they have to sell
n the line of PRODUCE, and can supply them with everythingthey need In my
line. A good stabhle and accommodations
for their teams are offered to them.
Mr. James Westveer will always be
found ready to wait upon any of bis old
friends who wish to call upon him.
All orders will he promptly filled and In re-building our now shop we have purdelivered home— free of charge.
chased entire new Machinery,

.A7m, we find the following dispatch

in the Inter Ocean, dated Milwaukee, July

Watches, Silver Ware,
Jewelry, Pocket-Knives.

LIQUORS

ALEX. ELTON, Master,

$750,000 to the'Prince of Wales for his In

!

10-tf trade in

HURON,

sca-

C AIR/ ID

In addition to the above general information to the Public, I would announce
that I intend to carry on a WHOLESALE

The Side-wheel Steamer.
Chart es

and

Produce.

to the city.

m. A

•housc to the boat.

it

Liquors

mmmM,

Holland, Mich., April

due from Mr.

tug will thing address to an assemblage of twenty
convey the passengers from Hough's ware- thousand people in London, protesting

ner

Groceries,

will

accommodationof
Mondays, Wednesdaysand

at 3 o’clock, p.

Crockery,
Glassware,

Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

FOIL LINE OF

stop at the pier for the
passengers, on

Dry Goods,

PRICES VERY EOW.

The courts have decided that the bondsmen of David A. Gage, formerly City

are requested by the* clerk of the steamer

Huron

who was

ven’s housekeeper,and was

by

FRESH SUPPLY OF

tr<

Singer

sewing machine, died at London, aged 64

Has opened up a new Store In the FIRST
WARD of the City of Holland. The
new building lately occupied by
Mr. Boe, aa a Bakery, has been
fltted up to receive a

H
o
H
w
w

their arrest.

Isaac M. Singer, inventor of

ELD

J. J. FI FI

t

»

the harbor.

son.

Joseph, has opened a

CALL AND SEE

A few families

preparing to ship six mil-

•Hi

City,
__________
O. Buz yuan, corner of Ilgnth and Market Streets.

list this year.

bELAWARE is

St.

expected

Qrondxoet will publish the nnual tax- cago.

organizea military company.

0. Wurz,

Grand Rapids is about to begin.

at

waterworks.

Dk

on the

CSui-s

Feather Beds,

G. J.

OOFFI1TS.
Watt paper bought of iu,teittbe trimmed
*ree >f charge.

48-tily

HAVERKATE
AND

Mattresses,

&

SON

•

VAN tANDBGBKD

& MELI8.
|g,00f untl1 further notice.
HOLLAND, • • . MICHIGAN,
for

*

X

'V"

*

THE ORIGIN OF SPELLING-BEES.

They returned East. The marriage
had been published in tho next mornthe peculiarities of this eccentric person At tea tim", Lottie appeared, aud he ing's paiiers. Old Coupons had raved
(itecontlyDiscoveredVddenda to the Lost Talcs ol
was at ouce oppressive,irritating,dis- managed to articulate,so that she alone with fury on returning and hearing the
MiUtos.)
oouragiug aud ludicrous. Tliree things heard him.
news. Miss Mehitable had tom her
To Jove, Olympus- throned, from lunch refraiolnffhair. But the bridal pair completed
were self-evident Mias Mehitable
“ Examine the doll’s head I”
Ambrosiao'er— Minerva came, complaining
My GraciousLiege I” ahe said, this is my mis* a very determined person. She consid* i Not without some little wonder aud their honeymoon by a tnp to Europe.
slon—
ered herself the sole and omnipotent ; perplexity did Lottie fulfil his direc- By this time the elders were reconciled.
To bring you to a wmse of yr ur position.
guardian of the fortunes, present aud fu- tious, and till she drew the paper from
Bess is & handsome young lady now,
Your over-leniency,dyapep'.iabreeding,
Allows the gods too much of over-feeding,
ure, of the whole Coupons family. Aud i its curious hiding-place, she did not ful- but her aunt is uo more. The shock
By which their palates check their braina'
Lottie must let her considerhe rsej/ so, i ly comprehend tin? liguifloance of his in- killed her. Old Coupons aud the promff lion.
And dull Uieir intellect by rettogre-'om.
aud get on with her as best -she could. . junction.*Stfc g^re a* little cry 'of joy inent young lawyer, uye happily in the
For a time Lottie’s only consolation1 aud intelligence aud perused the lines, old hoilse, aud Mrs, Coupons Jr., rules
i* counteract R oyalreot artrition-,
lay
in the gau of tyttle Bubs, a pretty, i They rau:
its affairs.
In order thua their intellects to strengthen,
Their miuda -jp ixiHah, and their Incmorios though somewhat perterte little^inry,i “ LomE, Daslixo: I havs fmuid out I love
four years old. The child exhibited a ! you -that you beioug tq me and I must have
CURED BYTRAYER.
fouduess for only two persons in her lit- ‘ V™- • I know you vs * brave aud true little
tie world, so far— Lottie aud her ‘‘big i
througb Remarkable Reoovbry of a Woman for
Arcmud the cirde teet-wordsiiii. kly h.
Ten Years Bedridden.
brother Bertie,” as she used to call
“Uekth vnd ”
Which each ImmorUl missed as soon aa tried.
nt e. a. nnooKs.

;

have hollow neck. Then he put on
been replaced. LottbA experience of ! overeoat and .went out
the original vellum even could not

hat

the moon and the hare.

and

A

was

.

HOTTENTOTFABLE.

The moon, In pity to the rica
Of man, in hie devpalr,
Sent to them from her ahining place
Htr messenger,the hare.

1

Go, nimble one, and aay to men
That aa I fade aud die,
Then rise and brightllershine again
“

Above them

in the eky

;

*

i

^^ ? ^
him.
^

“So they must fail ami fade away.
But only die to rise

Where resurrection,
paves the way
To fairer, friemfilerskies."
But out of dullnem, trick, or feud,
The miM*age which was sent
The recklesslittlehart construed
With moat malign intent.

M..

On

Now

trousseau * Jnfio weakened ; Mats (in 14 foes,"
Whih pouting Yonuf came ^to grief through stalwart
"

“beaux;™
On

Vulcan on “crescendo,"
While gray-Wrd Neptune caved An “ Innuendo."
Bacchuswith "reeling" made a perfect funk,
At whi.h Minerva tartly
ta
One •a” in "meMenger"gave Mercury trouble,
And Cerea,
Jerea, weeping, bit the dust on “atubblej"
Apolloi stoutly
atoutlytried tun luck on “ rooatuf,
ruoatuf "
And then, appealing, aaid be spelled by Worcester ;
On which the Graces held, aa refereea,
He waa " ao nice " he might speU aa he pleased.
Jove, last of all but than the rest no better,
“ occult." Pinto ;

i,srd,'‘te»r
<

a

the aforesaid ‘‘Bertie ” wa«
jonug gsatleman, P«t fts age

j

of uums
estate; u
a uuicx,
must, uur-^au.s,
ttae-looking, ,|
UI
man s es»ie,

Next

^

ana

f

acter.

Be&,

tho

H/told bcr

„

8,

and

to

U1

Mrs. Lamb, wife of Mr. Fraucis Lamb,
prefi,,nlll7ll0
prefleullv
he I manufacturer of looking-glasHes
looking-glasses aud picto her a very in- ture frames, residing at No. 1912 Four-

^
wliat

^
*

Now when the moon had heard the case,
Her ax, with force and grip,
Bhe struck into the meek hare's face,
Which caused the split hare-lip.

part of the norratiTo. that teenth street, northwest, lias, for the
lookcd u at him
past fourteenyears, been an invalid, aud

^

for nearly ten years of that period been
What yon dot ? ” she said.
He had not moved in society—being
“Ouly a piece of paper, pussy,” ho confined to her bed and deprived of tho
just from college and law school— and said.
use of her limbs. When first taken sick
.
Lottie had not known him in her bright
it was supposed her indisposition would
It read;
and gay day of social position. Somelie brief, and only a short time would
In aiielling empty " lost s needed letter.
howshejatiier liked him. They met at j
elapse ere she succeeded in recovering
Then the whole circle bogged her to give o‘er
meals;
the old gentleman—old Coupons ( Qh, Bertrand, what will hapten when they her accustomed health ; but as the days
The gods sU called her spelling-beea l»ore.
—always said grace; and that was about i know of it?”
rolled on that improvement looked and
The ladies said “ blue-stockingI" and “ a fright !r
And the tluee Judges held such language—right.
all he did say. But on these tri-umal
hoped for failed to appear.
Bertrand
looked
at
Bess.
She
was
Pluto aaid, “ Nervr, let's to Hades go,
festive occasions the superannuatedfe- asleep. * He studied a minute and the
Her situation baffled tho professionals’
And try this lateat tormentdown below."
male saint who guided the domestic des- lines Around hirf finip mouth grew more knowledge aud skill, and several of them
Straightway Minerva rose, and closed her Iwok,
tinies of Mr. Coupons’ house wns ever
compressed. He wrote, on the back of confessedbeing unable to prescribe
And 'round the circle cast a withering look
“Immortal Gods I" she said, “henceforth the garrulous. And aw a retailer and dissem- the paper hurriedly,tucked it back in medicine that would produce a cure.
schools
inator of social intelligence, she waa tho doll’s hollow head, aud took the Still they attended upon ‘her, watching
Khali bettercall you all Immortal Fools
quite a marvel, while at the same time child into her aunt’s boudoir and laid for any change that might occur, in the
Olympus," h- re she wept, “ ao glorious once,
she was a walking edition of notes and her gently on the bed.
la tiow fit <wily for the dullestdunce.
hope of being able to furnish relief and
Down to th** earth 111 go, and quickly mass
morals, a perfect index of dates and figprolong life should death threaten to inBess
woke
up,
of
course
—
noted
her
The sufferingnations m aapelling-cl&M.
ures in every matter, trivial or otherwise, demure relative sitting in the apartment, tervene and take her hence. In this
Thus m reform the world, and a« for you,
Degenerate Deities, for awhile,adieu!
pertainingto other people.
then, in the pensive mood, which in condition,unable to rise from her sickI shall return, and till Uut time— ah. well
Consequently,the time was not childhood usually succeeds & nai>, began , bed, had she passed from year to year
I’ll leave Ulympus for a littlespell."
wasted, aud the conversation between working at her doll.- Wliat prompted hoping for the good time coming, when,
Ho saying,she turned, nor longer deigned.to s^ay,
But glided swiftlydown the milky way.
the young people remained for some her to explore the hidden mysteries of i re-endowed with strength and the usetime quite limited iu its extent. Gradu- itshoad we cannot tell. Some wicked fulness of her limbs, she might again
Minervathus her earthward Journey tork.
And from her pocket drew her awful took.
ally, however, the two seemed to grow fairy,
l»ecomo a perfect being of the world.
,
Americasoon gave tho chance ••h** sought.
to understand each other. They inSomething dropped out of tho doll’s In all this prolonged sickness and prosAnd a new Battlnof Lexicon ” wn>» fought
Fierce grew the conflict,quick the test-words flew, stinctively adopted modes of expression head. Bess picked it off the counter- tration the invalid was never known to
Ponderoussix-syllablesand puzzling two.
more subtle than words— a look, a sigh, pane and examined it.
murmur at her sitnation or complain of
a side glance, a sweep of the eye-lashes
And thus we wrestle,while, serene and still,
0 fy ! how funny. I spec Bertie hid her misfortune.But, on tho contrary,
Minerva sits enthronedon LuruingV Hill.
-seemed to convey a meaning. And it jat in dero ’o purpose to plague me ! ” being a devout Christian,placing her
And, till she w( aries, thus. I f. ar. shall we
was strange what a sudden alliuity Mr. | 8iie Raij<
trust and reliance in Him who afflicts at
Ktill be -spellingat a spelling-bee
Bertrand Coupons setmed to have ac’-Scribner .for .1 wjvht.
Tho evil genius of curiosity, common well as relieves, she daily and almost
quired for the nursery ! To be sure, to her sex, caused the elderly matron to hourly invoked the blessing of tho Allutle Bess had always been his pet. But examine the piece of paper also, as she mighty, aud that, in His chosen time,
A DOLL’S HEAD.
now, she was his constant companion came at tho child’s solicitation,soon af- He would send that relief which she beLotiie MiilJletonwas an uncoinn only when he was indoors. Aud he generally
lieved could only proceed from Him.
ter, to lift her down off the bed.
amiable aud pretty young lady. When managed to entrap Bess in the nursery.
Her friends were frequentlywith her
Her appearance it would be difficult to
I Kay pretty, I do not mean that she He generallyfound Lottie there, too, on
describe, as slf! perused the affair. The and mingled their prayers with hers for
possessed su|>erlativebeauty— not in the these occasions.
reader knows what one side contained. the desired ch inge. A little more than
extravagantsense of the term, at least
And so things went on. Lottie began On the other it read,—
a week ago she sent a request to the
In fact, there was nothing superlative to find life quite endurable— she hardly
members of the Young Men’s Christian
“ Bo ready to-morrownight. Come out of
about her — save her golden-brown hair knew why.
Association, asking that they would make
tho front door at ten. I will be there.
— and that was really wonderful, its
But all this did not escape the keen
“Beutiuxi)."
her condition the special oliject of their
wealth of shimmering waves shading iu eye of Miss Mehitable Coupons. At
This almost stunned the lady. A mar- prayers that she might be raised from a
shining masse? of puffed and coiflilred first she simply expressed her disappro- 1 riage between the penniless governess
lingering disease, which had confined
mystery her fair white forehead, and batiou by short, but emphatic aliems. and her nephew was not down in tho her 011 her bed for nearly ten years, and
making a pair of very limpid expressive Presently, as matters to her keen vision bills. And a runaway marriage, too ! ”
lie restored to health. The request was
blue eyes a sliade more intense in their began to thicken,Bert and Lottie gener“ I’ll servo them a trick— we’ll see— granted and the prayers made. A few
hue. She was a petite, shapely little ally found themselves intruded upon af- we’ll sec ! ” she muttered, as she clinched
days afterward, while a lady friend was
person, with nothing peculiar about her, ter a lapse of five minutes’ privacy in the the p^per iu her baud.
writing, she conversed of her religious
only with that simple winniugness which nursery, by Miss Mehitable, who would
“The audacious hussy. I’ll discharge feelings aud said that she believed she
in such women makes for itself an affinity croak forth some melodious demand for her at once ! —no, that won’t do at all—
would soon leave the sick lied; in fact,
in the eyes of almost every susceptible Lottie’s services.
it would thwart my plans. Well, I’ll see she believedthat she could walk at that
masculine that crosses its path.
At last, deeming reticence npon an af- about this— I won’t say nothing to no- tliat time. The lady, while wishing that
In modern accomplishmentsshe was fair of such impropriety of no further body, but I’ll see about it ! ”
such would be the case, could not bemoderately accomplished, although her virtue, she one day confided the secret
Bertrand, after leaving the house, lieve it possible for her to accomplish
education had been an expensive one. of her awful suspicion, as guardian of walked down to the bank.
such an undertaking, and so expressed
When Lottie was nineteen the hand of the destinies of the house of Coupons,
“ Well — do yon want anything— I'm herself. Strange as it may appear, Mrs.
fate deprived her of her mother. Her to the head of the house of Coupons.
just starting for Worcester; am in Lamb, confidentof her ability to walk,
father, supposed to be wealthy, soon lost
“ The long and short of it is, he’s get- haste.”.
rose from her bed and in her stocking
all by unfortunatespeculations,and ting in love with her, and it's my opin“Nothing in particular. Ah, yes, feet actually walked across the room,
Lottie’s bright life-dream vanished into ion tho gal’s drawing him on,” sLe connow I think of it. there was something I and returning sat down in a chair. It
something like a shadow.- For the line cluded, with a lengthy and wordy
was going to mention to you. You was not to be wondered at that her friend
house in the city was sold— the carriage harangue, descriptive of the tender afknow those titles to Iowa claims, Mid- should be astonished, and, askiug how
and piano went with it.’ In less than a fairs she deemed brewing between the
dleton left. Will you sell them to mo ?” Mrs. Lamb felt, received the reply that
month’s time, Lottie found herself a young people. Then she heaved a kind
“ I'll give them to you— here they are she was better. To further questioning
penniless orphan, for her father, unable
of withered sigh and peered into the —and a fine little present it is, my boy. | as to what had caused her sudden aid
to War up against the storm, had suc- banker’s face till the wrinklesin her yelThe titles, I have since found out, are i miraculous improvement, the sick lady
cumbed to his troubles.
low one seemed to straighten out
perfectly good. I was a little in doubt ' replied that she sincerelybelieved it to
Thrown upon her own resources,the j eagerness to hear the coming fiat,
of them at first. Guess they’ll prove a ; be tho result of constant, faithful prayer
prl developed a fortitude, winch, per- ! old Coupons never moved aa nmuscle,
fat thing,” said the banker, going to his to heaven for the betteringof her conhaps, would never otherwise have been nor blinked an eye, only his lips seemed
desk and bringing forth a lot of papers. ' dition, and that her prayers must have
developed. Nothing had been left of to compress a shade firmer.
“ Will you give me a conveyanceof been answered.
her p#or father’s estate— all had been ' “ Talk to ’em, Hitty. Lecture them
them?”
The fact of Mrs. Lamb having got up
swepl away; all save some Western out of it. You ought to be able to do
and
walked soon spread, and many
claims, which, situated in the far-ofi it.”
“ Yes— but haven’t the time now. Go
friends visited the house to See her and
wilderness,were deemed worthless by
to Air. Blackstone— he'll fix it up for
congratulate the family on the happy
And this was all tke answer the maiden
the creditor whose share they fell to.
I -os loold„? at them to-day. I
tang; In thT
a priferSguardian of the house of ConporU!
“ Their titles are no good, to my mind,
“
*ychgshePJ»ted
her
He
returned to his
Cither, but I’ll take them.” he had said
Bertrand had the little matters ar* | feplimrs before and since walking and
turned
away
to fulfill her commission.
to the legal functionary who had done
The “lecture ” she read for the bene- ranpd by the lawyer. Then be com- ! Ue^nh*t the change was permanent
the business of settlingup the bankpleted other preparations.
The following Sunday so much had she
fit of these two aforesaid, need not be
rupt’s estate.
The following night, he stood in the improved that she rode in a carriage to
delivered for thp benefit of the reader.
And he took them.
dim glimmer of the street lamp in front
the Mount Zion church, and attended
It was the beginning of a course, and it
This gentleman was a heavy banker
of his father’s dwelling. As his watch
divine service. Since that time other
would
be
unfair
and
impartial
to
givo
who had loaned money to her father,
pointed ten, the door opened, and a pmyer.meetiiigshave been held, and she
wherewith to pursue *his schemes of oui aud not all, and— well, they would closely muffled figure came out. He
is unceasing in her devotions,praise,
be tedious— as they were to Bert aud
wealth, and who professed to have lost
said no word, but led the figure a few
aud thanksgiving to God for raising her
Lottie.
heavily thereby. He was" a widower,
steps up the street, put it into a car- up and making her whole. She believes
But it did no good.
but lived in style, his house !>eiug kept
riage in waiting and took a scat beside
that it will not be many days ere she has
“ Lottie is a goodgirl,”said Bertrand. it. Once he attempted to bestow a kiss
by his sister— a maiden of the spinster
become perfectly sound and healthy. At
type of antiquity, who had been on fa- And that \ms all the satisfaction his so- upon the face of the figure but it would
present she experiencessome trouble in
miliar terms with the Middletonsprior licitousaunt got out of him.
not raise its veil. Just then, however,
walking, her feet being very tender from
Poor Lottie ! She soon found herself a glare of the street lamp struck full upto their loss of fortune. Perhaps this
want of exercise. The case is a strange
l*r«on pitied the girl. At any rate, she in a most embarrassingposition. To on the veil. If Bertrand had not been
one, and attracts much consideration and
did the orphan the kindness to offer her, put it mildly, the, “lectures” were ex in the shadow, the figure would have |
amon ^ church lo_
iu a condescending way, the positionof tremely distastefulto her.. But Bert seen him
governess in tin banker's family. Lot often consoled her. She more than once
In a moment they stopped at a railOrlgin of the Word Humbug.
tie said;
determined to leave her position,Bert way station. They were almost behind
“ I will call aud give you mv answer begged her not to, aud she kept it for time. Bertrand .hurried the figure
Mr. F. CroBsley suggests as the origin
to-morrow.”
his sake. Bert was her good angel— he
aboard the train without waiting to pur- of the word humbug the Irish uim-bog,
She thought it over, meanwhile. It and little Bess.
chase tickets, and took a seat beside it. pronounced“um-bug;” literally“soft
’* /%»> nr/vrtlilnaa m/vnnw. ”
Miss Mehitable reported progress to The train began to move. There was a rvrvvv.vnr
was the best she could do, so it seemed
copper,”
or '• worthless money. James
_____
to her; and she must do something. Jibe the head of the family. Old Coupons crowd in the aisle of the car, and a gen- II. issued from the Dublin mint a mixhad no one to go 4) for a Ivloe, assistanceinvited his first-bornto an interview, and eral cram and commotion. Bertrand I ^ure lea^» copper and brass so worthor enwntfagpiiiefit.* So sll^ Actiep\ed the opened the ball by peremptorily order- slipped out of the seat, made his way to less that a sovereignwas intrinsically
position, and became an inmate of Mr. mf? lii* 4,011 never again to speak to the the door and jumped off the train at the worth only two pence, aud might have
Coupons’ household, took the reins of pretty governess,save in his, the senior’s risk of his neck and the no small detri- been bought after the revolution for a
his nursery /and exercisedwhat whole- ; presence, under pain of disownmeut ment of his nefher drapery. His first half-penny. Sterling and humbug
some restraint she could «)ver the ill-dis- i Gld Coupons demanded a promise, movement on reaching a street corner were therefore expressions of real and
ciplined spirits of his three wayward lit- Bertrand moodily walked tho floor— and was to call a passing carriage. , Driving fictitious worth— merit aud humbug.
tie ones. '
promised; fora ‘week the sou kept his home he went into the house.
Churchill uses the word in 1750. CrossFor a time it was a sore trial to poor, ! 0W11 counsel. Lottie seemed to under“ Now, Lottie, I tave come for you. ley’s suggestion is very ingenious, but
refined, sensitive little Lottie. Mias stand whv he did not come to the nur- Put on your things onick. I’ve left my probablv tho mystery lies nearer the surMehiUble Coupons— the spinster aunt— ^*7. amt only spoke to her at mml aunt half way to Providence.Guess face. To “ hum” used to signify to apwas a torment in petticoats. She was times. His eyes told her something she’ll soe she’s outwitted before the ex- plaud, to express admiration; heuce, to
one of those angular beings, whose no- 1 more.
press gets there!” Aud he explained flatter, to cajole for an end.. The nouu
lions of existence are fashioned by the ! One day Bertram! sat in the library, matters while the trembling girl got her- signified sugared words, worthless rusquare and compass of horrible exacti- i wldther of late it had been his wont to self in readiness.
mors. In reports of State trials we find
Hide, minus matheiuatioul proportion, betake himself. Bess came romping in.
They d*o vfe to a .clergyman's and were the expression,“ Gentlemen, this humafter a nimmer which CasV-grnngqx-ople1 He smiled, kissed the child, and gave niarriqil Bertraud 'gave the gentleman ming (expression of applause)is not at
hesitate to coutemuIiibyYue rythm her some picturesto look at. Then an ample fee. In an hour the happy all becoming tho gravity of tho Comt ”
^•enifltrall gone but of hef iii'e, at some he sat moodily thinking for a while, pair
their way West, on flio
fresher,though awflilly distant period, Lottie had Hot* appeared at meals that wings of steam, t
rj,
A physician in Lftiamic, Wyoming,
mhI only the ,pt?irtuat!>£Wks left, day— had sent word ’that she was feeling
The Iowa k&iffljp pxptotl falnable, states thatho has dischargeda casCof com
Altogether sho was aiMkla 'vomme, this unwell. AU at once he scratched a few Bertrand gold th6 poorest.* 'ToVns and
fluent small- pox, without a pit, and he
Aunt Mehitable Coupons, and it was ev- lines on a piece of paper picked up cities were springing up rapidly in the
gives the remedy ho used. ’ He paifited
new country. The rest of the laud the face of his patient With collodion
;
would in a few years amount, to a colos- and ivory black, applied {is often as
rigid expernmee
that , ly, and tucked the paper into the doll’s
sal fortune.
necessary to keep up a complete mask.
“

.

0 race of men, the moon hath said
That as she lives and dies,

80 unto death you shall be led,
Aud nevermoreshall rite."

[From the WashingtonRepublican.]

dol, Ue whila>
whiK
her doll

long-headed, cool-thinkingfellow,
like Lis father, ol more than
average force and Jetermmatiou of cluir- 1 yuuUR

po^eMed,

(1 ^

“

,

The hare, incensed, with claws upborne,
Scratched back with right good grace,
Aud, since that day, tho moon has worn
A rough aud ragged face.
in the (Max y for Auguet.

—Joel Benton,
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Short man (to tall mau)-“ Now, then,
look alive, Harry ! How is it that von
are always the last ?” Tall man— “'Because I’m the longest!”

’

“My

brethring,” snarled a poorly
paid minister, “ you have your cattle ou
a

thousand hills, and your minister on
hill, and a mighty poor hill at

only one
that.”

A Jersey City merchant puts acid on
the boxes around his store door, and
when a young man takes a seat, he
seems to suddenly remember that he
forgot something at home, aud he walk*
ofl with surprisingadd-uity.

A California octogenarianhad buried
three wives whose maiden names were
Green, Grass and Groze. He stirred up
the fire with kerosene tho other day,
and now he lies in the cold, cold grave,
and the green grass grows above him.

The Peruvian authoritieshave quite
on effective way of dealing with libellous
editors, by first making them swallow a
copy of their own newspaper, aud then
shooting them. The latter part of tho
ceremony would be unnecessary in this
country.
A tramp who called upon a Danbury
woman was shocked to hear in answer to
his appeal for food — “ No, we’ve got
nothin’ for the likes of you. Washington’s monument isn’t finished yet, aud
everything we’ve got to spare ‘must be
given to that.”

During a recent Detroit fire a young
lady rushed up aud down Montcalm
street wildly shouting, “ Save ,’em— oh,

save em!” “What is it? Who?
Where?” shouted a mmi, as he seized her
arm ; “ is any one burning up ?” “ Not
as I know of,” she wailed, “ but won’t
some one dash in there and save my croquet set ?” No one dashed.
“ Mary, why did you kiss your hand
to the gentleman opposite this morning?” said a careful mother to her
blooming daughter. “Why, the gentleman had the impudence to throw a
kiss clear across the street, and, of
course, I threw it back iudiguautlv !
You wouldn’t have me encourage him by

keeping

it,

would you ?”

New potatoesare iu market. Not the
potatoes of our boyhood days, you
know, the size of butternuts,creamy in
flavor, and eaten (fourteen of them) with
the skins on. But the latest fuspired
potato, as large as your fist, aud with
the skin of a veteran on its back— looking for oil the world like a white-faced,
small-eyedboy with his father’s coat on.
When scientific culture struck the potato it made an ass of itself.—Da
News.
Yesterday, as two citizens stood in
front of the postoflice talking business,

one of them pointed to a lady across the
street aud asked

:

‘

‘

Who

is that

woman

with the Kangaroo walk?” “Tliat
woman, sir, is my wife!” replied the
other. “

Oh — ah— I thought it was
was the ready reply, but somehow or other a wet blanket was thrown
upon further conversation.— Vicksburg
mine

!”

Herald.
A good

story of

a well-known Ameri-

can, now in England, is revived by the
late ill-natured remarks of

the London

Standard. In

conversation with the
wife of a British Cabinet Minister,the
lady remarked : “ Well, England made
America all she is, anyhow.” 0 Pardon
me, madam,” was the reply ; “you remind me of the boy’s answer to liis Sunday-schoolteacher. “ Who made you ?”
asked the teacher. “ Made me ?” “ Yes,
who made you?” “Why,” answered
the boy, holding his hands about a foot
apart, “God made mo about so long,
but I growed the rest.”

Accumulations
Henry Hanks,
a short

of Misfortunes.—

of Stapleton, Staten Island,

time since

lost & daughter, who

died after a short illness. Soon after, liis
wife died' in childbirth.Two weeks after

he was discharged by the Staten Island
Ferry Company, . by which he had been
employed. Yesterday his remaining
child, while picking cherries, missed its
hold, and falling, was impaled on a picket,
receiving injuriesfrom which it cannot
reeovef. While a doctor was dressing the
wounds at kerosene latnp exploded, setting fire tof the bed* on which the child
lay Hankfc in attempting to put the fire

aasesaassift.
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State and city tax of eveir
Massachusetts is 817.10.
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winch followed,and in which the voice
Of Mr. Beecher was heard above all the
others, Mr. Depew suggested, that it was
needless to makt th* application to inch
a quickly appreciative audience.— i\Tcm
York Herald.

The

trains bring out great numbers daily,,
and the prairie schooners are on all the
roads. I don’t wonder at it ; for certainly Nebraska offers wonderful Inducements to settlers.
It lias the

.

^

_______

most pleasant and equable

t

climate of any of the Western States, and

A

twrjftha^f
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white
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the
ero*.
and the *warft.
Yellow
tlnjre
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w
Two yaare rent w:
wUl bur a farm. Applr to
thy.aaftrananpearanoe of the akin changedto a clear,
n
A CALKINS,
llvelyaad hea'Go color,
II R. Land Olfica, Siblay, Oacaola Go., Iowa.
fi. Thoae ______
•uffertn*
tng fi
fro
from weak or ulcerated lung* or
tubercle* *111 reailicgreat benefit In evpectoratlng
WILL HAVE OUR GOODS. Sand US canta and freoly the tough phltym or tnucout from the lunn.air
wflh^hHi'd m Ml prepaid, our Lamp Fii.lkk, cella,bronchi or windpipe,threat or bead ; AlgSnlehlng
of 'he frequencyof eougb ; mneral lacreaia of *1rentrili
< cklmlt0™
*** </r*ut outiiil*hf Lamp.
rtnoiimj
chimneyor got ting
throughout the ayttem; atoppage of night eweata and
At aama tima wa mail you all our circulara and I«In» end feeling of waakneaa around tie anklee, leg*,
lemi* to agenta on; twenty uaaful houaahold ar>
•houldere,etc. ; oewatlon of cold and chllla, aenae of
UcIm with which any peraon can make
to
iiRocaUun ; hard bmthlng and paroxyimiof cough on
fW dally. We want Agenta ererywhara.
1) ing down or arlaing In
in tlie morning.
tnrtrnlng. All U:
these dlalrnaaEA1POIUUM, ing *jrm^tomigraduallfand •urahr diMptwir.
Boston. aUai

U080»

good a market ' e)’t>8»
nor feet» nntl tlie only
East as any of the States have The oriflce answering for a mouth is a per-

of tho Terntories,and as

UMBRELLAS

DR. RAD WAY’S

,

cannot be excelled. Then its
Tho Aiken (8. C.) Courier-Journal P. W. ZIKflLER *A OO
position
00., 201 8. Clark^t. Cbloa<o,HL
“On the 26th of Jnue last colis very favorable.It is midway bed twins were born on the farm of 4flf
^‘)I1 the
tween the oceans, and the great
Joseph Ashley, near Dumbarton,
thoroughfare from East to West passes
A
uvm
over it. iih
Its larmers
farmers nnu
find a profitable
profitable »*th a ligamentary connection near the fj» KnrolopM, Onldtn Pan, Pen Holder. Pencil. Patent
market west of them among the miners 8toma°h. One of tho twins lias neither Yartl Muaaure,and a Piece of Jevrelry.Slnale Package,
its soil
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„ lil in
-
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tance between the producer and
not eat
eat up
nn the
tho grain.
sumer does not

othor

who is healthy and well
formed. If the dumb child is
s touched
the other one feels it, ana if asleep imSOIL.
There is no better soil in, the United mediately awakens. The perfectly
States than Nebraska has, nor one more formed child, as may be ^imposed, is a
easily worked. The land drains itself. female, while the dumb ammal belongs
The whole State is a system of valleys to the male persuasion. Quite an excon-

tbo

'

irrain

K„ DAVIDSON

SSSSSlSf^

citement is created down in that region
and several enterprising Bamums have
already appeared upon the scene and
made extravagantoffers to the parents to
allow their abnormal offspring to go on
exhibition,”

and uplands, with beautiful streams running through tho valleys. The soil both
in the valleys and uplands is from five to
twenty feet deep, without stones or
stump. The prairie may bo brokeu up
in tho spring and a crop produced in the
fall, enough to pay for the laud and the
cost of breaking. This has been done in
thousands of instances.
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FEED,

token, new *lgn* of returning healthwilfanpmir; a* the
oI.hm1 Improve* in •trength and purity. di*ea»e will db
»nlni*h, and all foreign and Impure aenqatU, nodea.
more, cancer*,hard lumps, etc., he reaofrwdaway and
tho unsound made sound and healthy ; ulcere,tevi-r
*om, cyphUltio•ore*, chronia *1111) dMeue* gradually

Urot ctptcilf, mm// weiM
4 petit,M, iMrUlty
yttn. Gold liJtl, if"
fjftd
ft*
miiuiitfwUX tmtlf/«w.
dlaanpear.
#*<« Mid. 10 plrtiU for
H. In c.tao* where the *y*tem ha* been *aliv*ted,*nd
erindlo(r k boldtift YrgdftklMud mlncrtli.bybind, Mercury, (fulckallrer, Oirroatve Sublimate,(the prlncb
pal constituent
In the advertisedRarsanarlllss, MSOcjat*
horn, • lad, 11**111 , or
ed In some cases with Hid. of Potass*)
otasaa) have
nave sccumulst|t»rpow*r. S«i>JiUu,j>|gf
od and l»>c'itno deposited
_____
In the bonsa,
bones, joints, etc.,
Pent* k prtc*i.
causing cariesof the bones,rickets, spinal curvatures,
t ii

W

Wilhoff’s Tonic !— Unfailing and
falubli !— This great Chill Tonic cures
Chills without tho interventionof doctors and
HEALTIJ.
their bills. No consulting visits— no iprescripThere is no healthier country in the tious to be lilled— no huge bills, entailing peworld. The whole State is drained per- cuniary embanuwuieuts,added to loss of
fectly— indeed there is not a marsh or health. It is the friend of the poor man, beswamp in it, so there is no malaria to cause it enables him to earn a living, and of
the rich, because it prepareehim to enjoy his
contend with. Tho air is pure and brac- wealth. This great boon to mankind is cheap,
ing and the water excellent. All the con- safe and prompt. Wueelock, Finlay k Co.,
ditions of health and long life exists in Proprietors. New Orleans.
Foa SALE BY ALL DUDGOISTS.
Nebraska.
VARIETY OF CROPS.
Farmers and, stock raisers Ijave fjcIn no country can there be so great a quently told us that they have seen vary good
variety of crops profitably produced. results frpm giving Sheridan $ CavMty CondiThe western part of tho State is a mag- tion Poirtier* to cows and swine before and
nificent grazing country, while the east- after they drop their young. The powders put
coni, oats, etc.

COBH, FLOOB

Ilf

«*

EDWARD HARRISON, New

.M

Haven, Conn.

| Krrler. Holmes
Co., Oro- p«0toandeiterminatothe virus of the dtseasyfrom tho
leer*, Aorvnlk, Ct.,
We have
| he aaanranceof our customersthat
R If those wbo
wboareUktm
are Uklng these medielnesforth* nrt
BoaFounlath* best Baking Powder. of Chronic, Rerafulons
a* os
or Kyi>htlitiodtosM, taowe-er
Ouranlejof It lllcIea•ec<lntlnu/llly.’,slow may be
In: the cure ‘‘feel
''feel letter," and And thel-goiiOen.L.iTufilnA*('o.,/'rug. oral health impreving,tiieirflesh and weight Increasing
."-’•Your or even kecplito it* own, H ta a sore sign that the cure is
. \% -.r—.s-lnlng
in favor.
progressing. In these disease*the patientekhergeti
All
AlkM/tk
i'll of if ft f* I.
All apeak « ell of It" It U the ben.
bettor or worse— t he virtu of the dlaenae u not inactive ;
Y armor*’ w Ives can eicei New York
If not amwted and drlvsn from the btood, It will spread
Hotel Cook* by using Kea Foam. Try
and continue to underminethe oonsfiluiion.As soon
Rend be happy. Send furcirculartu a* the
makea the patient
, GFO. F.
^ t’O..
"feel better," every hour you will grow bettorand InI17G Duunc St., New York. crease in health, strengthand flesh.
The great power of this remedy Is In dl*en*esthat
_______________
th -as
__
Consumption<>f the Luitg* *nd
threaten
death
•NOTICE, —The GENUINE EDITION.
CO.'S
TulierculiuiaPhthisis, Rcnilula, Syphiloid piiu-ases,
Wasting, Degeneration,and Ulcerationof the Kidney*,
them in good amdition, and give them strength
I
3\r TJ. DlAltetes, Stoppage of Water (instantaneousrein t afto care and provide for the sucklings.
(Includingthe " LAST JOURNALS,”)unfoldsrtr(«i/v forded where cathetersbate Ur be used, thus doing away
nl* «*G Years strunge adventures,also the mriwith the painful operation of using these Instruments),
otiutt,Wonder* and Wealth of that marrelom dissolving stone in tho bladder,and In *11 rase* of Inoften
whether country, and Is absolutelythe only new com- flammation of the Bladder and Kidneys. In Chronic
The
SrcCBSSnf ,hl«OralM*
there is & person in tho .country who does not ulelework. Henco It Selfs; Just t ft Ink, 12,000 caxesof Leucorrhea and Uterine disease..
Having,
Time-Saving
1«
Ural 7 weeks. Agent*1 rurre** would aelonitA you,
In tumors, nodes,hard lumps and syphiloid ulcers ; in
know and appreciate the value. of Jolmson'* more wanted. Rend for terms
pnmfot genu. dropsy and venereal sore throat, ulcere, and in tubercles unprecoUenttnlin theannnUofFnrm Machinery.
Anodyne Liniment as a family medicine? It inentu.llURDARDBroB.,
I bob., Pubs.,Ik W. 4th St, Ctnn., 0.
of tho lungs; In gout, dys|iqi*ls,rheumatism, rickets:
m mercurial deponits-lt is in the*o terrible form* of In a brief period it ha* become widely
is adapted to most all purposes,and is the best
This new Truss Is worn disease, where the human body has become a complete
a* the
pain destroyorthat oau be. used.
wreck,
and where every hour of existenceIt torture,
with perfect comfort night
and day. Adapts Itselfto wherein this great remedy challenge* the astonishment
and admirationof tho sick. It is In such case*, where
Glen Flora Spring Water, at Waukegan,
•venr motion of the body,
lt at
all tho pleasure* of existence appear cut off from th*
retslntng rupture under tho
n., cures all kiduey diseases.
unfortunate,
and t<y ita wonderful, almost supernatural
hardest exercise or severest
strain until permanently agency.It nwtores the hopelessto a now life and new
How to Get a Home. See advertisement.
cured. rH»io
cureu.
Sold cueap
cheap Dy
by th
the exlstoficowhere this great remedy stands alone in Us
might and power.
in the ordinaryskin diseases that, every one Is more or
tissue
to. toss
troubledwith, a few doses will in most cases, and a
IT.
tow hottlM In tlie more aggravated forms, work a per-
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LABQRa OF
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adapted to wheat,

The

MAKMAFAlilLLIAN

GANT/

dairying business
has been demonstrated to ‘be profitable
have
wondered
everywhere. Fruit cau be grown in any
part of the State, with a certaintyof a
good yield every year. Sheep raising is
a very profitable business in Nebraska.
COST OF LANDS.
Lands may be had in Nebraska at any
price, from nothing up to 810 per acre.
The government has vast bodies of excellent land, which can bo liad by merely settling on it, and the Union Pacific
WE KNO W ABOUT
Railroad Company has lands adjacent to
Obu.ua Simcos, Ogxxnio.)
the road at prices varying from 82 to
May)). 1875.
810, according to location.
Mwars. Craddock A Co.:
The railroad makes very liberal ar- You will bogUd u weU w myself to hearth* yuung
rangements for tho transportationof set- man has improved so vary rapidly under the efftetof

V

We

BRILLIANT

THRESHER,

and

known

Rnd FULLY ESTABLISHED,
“LEADING THRESHING MACHINE.”

imss

WHAT

NO. 683 Broadway, N. Y.

City.

manent cure.

Sent by mall. Call or send for Circularand be cured.

,

Those afflictedwith chronic diseasesshould purchase

a package containing nos doxsn bnttlea.Frio* Alt)

(

your medicine. He had used but one bottle when be

tlers.

aimoift well

F.

wu

the

VILLAGES AND CITIES.
The villages and cities of Nebraska are two boxes of pill* a* soon a* possible, for other friend*.
Respectfully,
growing with a rapidity unparalleled.
(Nsvi*Post Oflloe) Riv. John McLean.
None of them are in debt to any extent.
Union River, SnrnoTOAN,Wig.,)
The government has set apart lands ample
January 1875. )
for school purposes, and a great railroad
Send another $12 box of the Exit India Hemp. This
was built by governmentbonds, so no la the only medicine that will do me any good, and I had
debt has been incurred for schools or given up all hopea of getting bettor.
Adelia Thompson.
roads. The villages have not only
N. B.— This Remedy peaks for itself. A tingle bottle
grown rapidly but the growth has been
will satisfy tho most skeptical.There la not a single
healthv.
healthy. Omaha is a splendid
snlendid cit;
city, aud

RADWAY’S

Wras selected , 4 years ago. and put to
work In the Pnt'enf
(f/tlrr , Washitritt (Mill
ington, D.

heat.

If

proved to be the
Prtres lower

0., *nd has
sixes made.

than^ny otl^^flnV^M^W^eel. Pam-

GRAIN RAISERS REFUSE

READY

D. LAMGKI.L'N !YEW AKTDKA
V\D CATANRH BEHEDY.

4,

Haring strngrlmt twenly years ketween Ilf.and
Jratb with
wi.ii MsxiasMra,
ASTHMA, sI vapv-i
nprrlmtnto.
ixssvusY’s V]
by UUID*
comuoundlng ruots sBd li.rl « tnd inliallng
the msd•rins. I foriansUly dlscoured s wundsrlnl
rvmsdy
sad surernre
sure mr« for Asthma and
Catarrh.
rtmsdyud
snd Cstsrrh.
Warrsnud to rellrvs lusuntly so thr pstisnlcan
lis down to re* I and sltep romfnrtaUy.DrugrtstS are snppllrd with sample packages for rsas
distribution. Call snd gtl on*, or address

»

symptomof Consumption that it docs not dissipate
—Night Sweat*,Irritation of tho Noyvea, DLScult Expectontloui.Sharp Palna In life Lungs, Sore Throat,
Nnnrea at the Stomach, IiuoUdd of the Bowels, and

Fremont, Columbus, North I’latte,
Grand Island, aud a score of other

TURBINR

WATER WHEEL

second did 1U work, and the third
bottle he gave away. Pleaa* send three mor* bottUa and
;

BURNHAM'S

•arSuld

by

n

.D*

Cwuttk.Ohio.
DratgUta.!Full-«l*«i'sekas*, by mail, |l.u.

to aubmlt

and imperfect work of other
thresher*,when posted on the mm! tvimifUf
of^hisone. tor Bating grain, uving time, ami
to the wasteful

RELIEF

WILL AFFORD INSTANT EASE.

*e<-k*iL
doing fast, thorough and economicalwork.
THRl&HERMEN FIND IT highly ati ran tnreouato
run a machine that has no ••Rcater*,” "Pickens"

or " Apron," tli.it handle* Damp Grain, Long
Straw. HcAilinr'a,K!ax, Timothy, Ifillett and ail
anchdlfflctnt graln aret senls, with ENTIRE
EASE AND EFFECTIVENESS.Clean*
to perfection; saves the farmer hi* thresh bill
by extra saving of grain; makes no "Litterliig*;" requires LESS THAN ONE-HALFthe usual
Belta, Boxes, Journals, and Gears; easier managed; less repairs : one that grain raiser* prefer
to employ ami wait for, even at advanced
prices, while other machine* Hre "OQlof VbA"
Four alxrnmade with 6, 8, 10 and 12
borne “Mounted” Fowern, alno a npeclally of Separators “alone,” exprrnnljr

UONORRTION OF THE LUNGS.

"uawytagp*
‘ ATARRH, INFLUENZA.
HEADACHE. TOOTHACHR,MUMPS,
NEURALGIA. RHEUMATISM.
COLD CHILLS. AGUE CHILLS.

places on the line of the road, are prosMltTSK BEIBERED IKE LEM!
Wasting of the Muscle*.
VotTA’s KlkctroUr. ts and
perous and thriving.
$2.50 per bottle, or three bottles for |&60. Pills and
Bnuii* Hfo iudorseilby thu
Tho application of the READY RELIEF to the
Ointment, $1.25 each. Address
SCHOOLS AND CHURCHES.
mast eminent physicians in part or parts where the pain or difficulty exists will
CRADDOCK A CO.,
afford ease and comfort.
the
world
for
thccuroofrlien1032 Race Street, Philadoipbl*.
No State has a better school system
niHtism. iMHirHlgiii.livercom- Twenty drops in half a tumbler of water will. In a few for STEA.TI I’OWKR, and to mdlcli
Send for circular.
moments,cure CRAMPS, SPASMS. SOUR STOM- other Hone Power*.
plaiiit, dyspepsia,kidney disthan Nebraska, and all tlie churches are
ACH, HEARTBURN. SICK HEADACHE. DIAReit .e, aches, fai ns. nervous disin grain raising,or thr$*hlng, writ*
represented. Asa rule, the church edi- Asthnin End Cnfnrrh.-SeeD, LangtU's'adv’t.
RHEA. DYSENTERY, COLIC. WIND IN THE forf interested
ord'rs.fiiH.fenmln
complNints
IllustratedCirculars (sew /V*«) with full
BOWELS, and all INTERNAL PAINS.
nervous Mud generol debility,
fices are large and elegant, and tho soTravelers should always carry a bottle of RAD- particulars of sites, styles, prices, terms, etc.
and other chronic di.cu.esof
The fact that five million of
cicties prosperous. The schools are supthechesl.hcud.liver,
stoiuucli WAY’S RELIEF with them. A few drops in wafer
NICHOLS, SHEPARD * CO.,
pair* of
kidney s und IIikmI. Itonk wilh will prevent sickness or pains from change of water.
ported by an endowment of lands set
SILVER TIPPED
Sam* Creak. UicAmm*
full pitrtlciibirsfn-eliv Voi.ta
Shoes are made a year, shews how
Rrir Co . CincinnatiOliln. IT IS BETTER THAN FRENCH BRANDY OR
apart for that purpose.
hoes who us* .them feel about it.
BITTERS AS A STIMULANT.
They know that they last three
To sum it all up in a word, the man
times as long.
Carnot
who goes to Nebraska now and secures
Price 50 Cents. Sold by Druggists.
Economy is wealth-but the best I
laiul cannot but make himself independShoe Is the
ent in a few years. Ho con get lauds PjiOi c enpeuf uumc
BEAT!
with railroads, towns, school-housesaud Keynever ripjrak oVcometpart.
Said >a cans hr
The new BUFFALO RILL REVOLVER— sent
churches all built, as cheaply to-day as
prepaidto any part of the United States on receipt of
“PSYCIIOM AN'CY, or Soul Chorwalng.”
|2.tM).20,000already sold. Beats anythingof the kind
he could have got them twenty years ago,
W.-w tHi.cr Si* .i, faM ISmIs
I gain l.i« I
Mild
ever made. For accuracy and distanceit has no equal.
•
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things were
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done.

PIONEER,

. °'
Esq-- u“ Land Commis- QpTIJjr
sioner of the Union Pacific Kailroad, xuni

publishes a paper called The Pioneer,
which gives very full and reliable in-

\ a tr
,

”
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If.

pain. db. abhitkob

anted agents,
^*<Ur (Aan Co,i a.

w*.

couLTka

g,

Berrisn,

Mich.

a*<f ouuu /ut
a oo., Chicago,
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WESTERN GUN WORKS.

____

_

—

Omitn

sets

Chicago, III.

B.-We have every revnlrerexamined by

—
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-

—

an nxperi-

Si!

—
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BOSTON, MASS.

GtULXIS

!

‘

;

stracts of title furnished;60 eta. an

p'

Pittsburgh,Pa.

acre. Lock Box 214.

TENNESSEE LANDS.

PurchsasTSshould
Ostalosmeaand

Perfectlytostelesa. elegantlycoated with sweet gum,
EyrVi.r!T,J*k> J'ur»fy.cleanseand str» ngtben. RAliPILLm, for the cure of all 'iiaordera
PILLS,
'haordere of tho
1 btomach, Liver. Bo«els. Kidneys,lil.iider, Nervous
Headache,
Oostivenes*.
—Disea.^s,
’’I »
Ur , Constipation,
'll,
• I.IIV— , Indlgesl,U if
u«m. Dyspepsia, Biliousness,
Bilious Fevnr, Inflammation of the Rowels, Piles and all Doru.ii.omenta
of thu
Internal VI*C era. \\arranbMto tflnta potjywui u.
I I'ureiyVegetabM), coaUaiiln.' ao mercury, miuaols,
deleterious drugs.
fJf’Otomrr* the follnwirur symptoms resultingfrom
Disorder*of the DigestiveOrgans
Constipation,Inward Piles, Fullness of the Blood In
the Head, Acidity(if the Stomach, Nausea, Heartburn,
Disgust of Food, Fullnessor Weight In the Stomach.
Sour Enictoilons,.Sinking or Flutteringat the Pit of tlie
Stomach, Swimming of the Head, Hurried and Difficult Breathing, Flutteringat the Hi
Heart, Choking or
SuffocatingSensationswhen In a Lying Posture, DimVision. Dot* or Webs before the Sight, Fever
and Dull Pain In tb* Head, Deficiencyof Perspiration,
Yellowness of the Skin and Eyes, Pain in tbs Side,
Chests,limbs, and Sudden Fluahesof Heat, Burning in
the Flesh.

m
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One of Mr. Lincoln’s Stories.

Read
Rend one

,e“

DOUBLE YOUR TEA

one

.

“

FALSE AND TRUE.”

lot tor-stampto

Wnrms

^

by saying that when, as Secrehiry of
ui
" niBcume is wamim«a
State of New York, he visited Washing- 5rifito*.o»o^juidltoaim-/*ar«a(iwiand
or half
rs.?
ton in 1864 to look after the army vote,
4
Klxi tnd Timothy thratherlnthe world
ffpp:
he had occasion frequentlyto refer mat-- TtA Cq>»,*jrT- ^ Faiton-st^N.
y.. p. o. !*-«*“*
Box 4
WANTED to sell
ters directly to Mr. Lincoln, who
jDUjffiS FEE Dili AtoftRTfi
THE IMPROVED HOME
day was reminded of a story, which ho
,
^
________
____
•HUTTLE taring
Machine
Tew York
declared was one of the only two aneoMo.
dotes original with him, notwlthstand-.f,
ing his reputation for' story-telling.' “I
only apply the good stories others tell
it

i

sswaSfe-

ui

ao iM-trer

i

me,” the President said. The story» 1
which he thereupon praceeilo^ to tell [ :

Mr. Depew

was to the

years before,

when

efftnit that

Ga

P.

Rowtu

practicing in Ulinois,

of city lira-

]

defendant fti a ir'a
case of assault aud battery, in which the | y / ,<p
complainantdid not seem to be very , MilitaryAeadem
much injured, although he had been ! pth. Cirii Engineering:
he had appeared for the

through a long series of brawls.

gtol
Lot* »t
tnd $5

many

Military

Art thorcug!
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Nfrcct. New

A
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Whether for
ChloaiorntrClrCaUr'
Whit* for

Tarrant’s EffervescentSeltzer Aperient,
one* t mort refreshingdraught and the bert of
gul*Uo(tmedicines
at

SOLD BY ALL DBU0GISTS.

ali

re-

'ilos of imy

jt-

r*<iiitl.i

Is the

Standard

flsrglb*e6u Uompanj.

y

DR.

I'

dux,.-,lusUullr.Tills srt sll c»n

«, fr.»-,tiyiii«il,2’ mil*; tne*
k.'>|>tl»n Oi*. 1«, prrMTu.. Iltnl.

:lM-rwlifiaM»rrtsfsOuUs,
A-'. I.SOS.Oi -Mfil'la

I)i

•

J/.U

AU.i a

«

u,

l’ut.'i,

WHITTIER,

Ka

617 SL ChtrlM Street, 8L Louis, Xo.,
wsflaiM is tre si all smm W stotM'ts to aarriacs UmI
mr7. al|,w.u “ ri*i.4*s vhvermh*

(•ftrsl avdicsl

•-»4

rtMdlss tost tre vffMtQtl ia sU

tb...

HuTMlsaa

MARRIAGE GUIDE,
sreCisl Utsrstera •*

Ui* raUw. uTrasaMs^ pTw
a**i sssis*,yret ysi*

worth thousands will b« sent you.

!
!

V/.

^ent* per Box.

In his speech at Mr. Beecher’shouse
at Peekskul on Monday night, the Hon.
Chauncy M. Depew was impelled, by an
.A MONTH and EXPENSES to all Article^,
allusion to the great amount of testimony and tho little evidence taken in the
six months’
months trial
trial of the Tilton suit,
suit, to
to 1 QnWFTH TVft f<4 you. Sells *t sight. Our
tell an aiiecilote of the late President
Lincoln which wb do not remember to
have seen printed. Mr. Depew prefaced 1
’ ‘U0K,N#W B^,unL “**•
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,Mfi took, addrot T. W

WAV’S
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touch.

REGULATING PULS
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IjQ. WAV'* .
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formation concerning Nebraska. It
v ery family wants it. Money in iv
fortli fully how to get lands 0/ the rail- j_5v',‘lh7AgfnU'
Addr— M- n- lovell. ki:c.pa
road and Hovemment, how to get to
%hese Standard Instruments
them, and how to pay for them, with a
mass of informationvaluable to all who
Sold by Mnxio Dealers Everywhere.
Catalogs
e Free.
___
Rire
desire to know anytliing about the
tlolph
i».« fi
& Co
Co.. 1018 \
L Locib, Mo.
country. Copies of tho Pioneer will be
AGENTS WANTED IN EVERT TOWN.
sent free to any address. Send a postal
Sold throughout th* United Stats* on thr
caid to 0. F. D;
)avis, Omaha, Nebraska, CLARK'S B00K-KEEPIR8.KftSffiS
Price il.OO, postpaid. Send for Circular. W. S.
and get a copy. It will richly repay a CLARK Si CO., 143 Race Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
INSTALLMENT PLAN!
perusal, and will give in detail informaThat Is, os a System of Monthly Payment*.
INVESTMENT.
tion which
able to ™lnnsql
and Umber land In Tennessee,at a sacrifice ab]

ail.
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Address nil orders to

TO., No.'
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Chicago A Michigan Lake Short E. E,
Taken Effect, Sunday, June

The Cordial Balm

1875

87,

W. H. JOPLIN,

At

Syr

of

. ________

icum and Lothrop's

southern"’ DIVISION.

Tonic

u.
9.00
11-50
3.40
4.85
5.15
b.39
6.21
8.50

m.
00

a.

Chicago.

9

r.m.

\

1

GENERAL RETAIL STORE

Bankfalldinf, Cor. fiijhth and Riru 8t

Pills.

Of

New

11.9)
2.1*
2.50
3.15
8.30
4.10

Gr.

Baffalo.
Janet Ion.

ilohmond.
Holland.
Zeeland.
Grandrille.
Or. Rapids.

4.n

&W1811& a

Priwsboiiob, Nov. 1i 1874.

a.

A.

7.85
4.40
1.10
1.18
11.50

hav« naed the Cordial Balm of Syricnm and
Lothrop'aToalc Pllla aa a preventive and cure for
the me of ardent jpirllaand habitual Intoxication,
and I find them actually upecMc In ench cases. I
regard them as most invaluable mediclnee,and
nothlnjcould induce mo to be without them.
I

{.So
11.40
10.40
10.06
9.35
0.00
8.40

•

1*15
11.35
11.18

Dry Goods,

Furnishing;

m.

a.

GOING
STATIONS.

Mall.
p. ra.

....... .

4.00
fi.20
8.4.')

7.<yi

7.45

m.

A.

Holland.
New Holland

3.25
8.40
3.52
4.19
4.35
4.55
5 10
8.35
10.30

5.30

r.m.

19.20
11.08
11.50
11.30
11.00
10.40
10.00
8.50
7.00

Olive.

Robinson.
Nuntca.
Prultport.

Muskegon.

MonUgne.
Pentwater.

1.50
"«.2»V

900

is
7.45

take pleasure In iDfoimlng you of the surprialngly beneficialresultsfrom the uw of your
EnglishRemedy. The Cordial Balm of Syrinun
ana Lothrop's Tonic Pllli In a case of great Nervous Debility and Prostration,by a member of our
family who had been under treatment by Uiflurent
doctors for nearly threo years past without any apparent benefittherefrom; but your medicineshave
produceda most wonderful change for the better, Having disposed of most ol onr old stock, I have
and the patientnow enjoys comnarativelv excellent
occupied my new quarters,on RIVER
Mbs. HARRIET STURGISS.
with a IxMiitiiulstock of everything
P. 8.— We tell all with whom we are acquainted,
pertaining to a complete
who are similarlyafflicted, to try your meuiclnee.

health.

Jewelry and Variety Store.

Express. Mail.
P. M.
A. N.

15

4
4
5
6
6
6

29
83
00
14
30

8 14
9 15

940
9 50
10 08
10 15

645
P.w.
8 30
A.M.
6.50
a m.
2 30
A. X.

11 50
P.M.
6 SO
P.M.

535
P. M.
10 10
A.M.
4 05

705
P. M
10

1

.

A.

TO GR'ND RAPIDS.

Express. Mail.
STATIONS.
A M. P. M.
10 00
Grand Rapids.
7 50
9 40
Grandvllle.
7 32
8 35
6 25
Allegan.
8 08
0 00
Otsego.
800
5 51
PlalnwelL
7 40.
Coopor.
5 83
Kalamazoo.
7 15
5 20
A.M.
P.M.
White Pigeon.
5 50
3 45
P.M.
A.M.
Chicago.
10 40
9 20
P.M.
A.M.
Toledo.
11 25
10 55
P.M.
A.M
Cleveland.
7 20
7 00
P.M.
A.M.
Buffalo.
12 20
12 55

800

'

JOHN

RAPIDS

FROM GR'ND

Wholesale Agents.

Sunday, August 23, 1874.

Effect,

F.

HENRY

For Sale by Druggists gen-

everywhere.

erally

Dr. l/othrop may be consultedprofessionally by
mall, free of charge. Address

EDGAR LOTHROP, M.

28-ly

?9laz
No. I

Hjrth.
No. 2

m.

p.

35
85
45
00

11
11
11
10
10

STATIONS.

507

Moskesfon
Ferryaburg

2 00
2 35
2 38

Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

80

940

3 40

m.

p.

45
40
15
50

1874.

22,

303
3 25
3 58
4 50

a.

m.

7
7
8
9
10
11
12

00
50
05
00
50
20

the First Ward, has established himself with
me. and will be pleased to see his old customers |aud friends cuntinuetheir
former favors.

All Repairing will be Neatly
and Promptly executed.

MILL FEED, CORN, Ac.

for

us; but it

Holland, July

is

- -

14,

1875.

mm.

To

during our absence.

R. R. Depot,
HOLLAND, MICH.

Office at M. L. S.

Holland.
1

1\

G

S F

YOUNG MEN.

PURE AND

our mernot appear to be

of the Latest Styles of

AND

Shoes,

CHILD

Gents,
Misses

HEN'S WEAR.

Onr intentionis

to offer these goods at low
price,and we request the trading public to call and

—
CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,
AND
Store, immi DONE OH SHORT
examine.

NOTICE1

Holland, February
L.

1874.

26,

SPRIETtfMA & SON.

or

4&-i1cl-ly

Retail
at

Cash Paid for Hides.

!

the Lovett

CASE PRICES.
Holland,

RD’S

O

OSWEGO

already learned that

Shoes.

Ladies,
Youths,

Mich., Jan. 1st, 1874.

-S-ts-ly

-Jan 1

Jutl Published,in a Sealed Entdopt. Price sir cents.

We had

a

Goods of the Best Quality and

U.S.Ex. C.&M. L.S.R.R.,

LECTURE

A

and

•AGENT FOR

K

much concerning the trip itself that
we wish to make a few remarks, as concerning a few facts which we ascertained
not so

TvTlOPI.

be found at all times, at

Wholesale

All orders promptly attended to.

line.

Street,

ready

new stock of Good* has just been opened, and
we can state to the public that It has been

It is

HARRINGTON,

Where may

Lumber and Couctry Producetaken In exchange
anything in my
8. DE BOER.

has been

In the

Brick
E. J.

and

desired I furnish the sash all glared.

We have just returned from a visit to
Chicago on the steamer Huron, and a de- River

a

bought expressly for this season of the year.

Etc., Etc.

II

I

for

TIOLL AISTD,

Boots
A

Dry Goods,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Glass-ware,
Hats and Caps,
Boots

DEALER IN

Mouldings.
O

If

- - -

turners that they have on hand and for sale

JOSLIN.

H.

Sash,

Plain talk with cur Merchants-

it

W.

;

Doors,

warrant to be good, strong and substantial articles, for a low price,and request every one
In need of these articlesto come ana examine.

the line of Produce will find with us

Steketee,

1875.

22,

J. E. HIGGINS,

Which

lightfultrip

A A.

—

Milk-Safes,

55

For tht Holland (Vy Newt:

Mich., Feb.

3-ly

my own manufacture

Blinds

CIEtlDAlP.

Desire to Inform their many friends and ens-

of

Doing; South.
No. 5
No. 1

p. ra.

8 15 12 15
7
7
8
6

Monday, June

P.

Wykhnlren,the Jeweler and Repatrerfof

Mr. J.

Mioh. Lake Shore Eail Eoad.
Effect,

in

RIVER STREET,

request all of

Holland,

Taken

WE SELL

market and the highest prices.

my old friends to come and see
mein my new place and satisfy themselves as to
the above.

D.,

CHEAPforCASH!

complete and selected with a
view to accommodate the various classes of Trade.
is

Musical Instruments.
I

Court atroet, Boston, Mass.

143

Our Assortment of Goods

Everything

Plated Ware,
Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, and

CO., Philadelphia.

SETH S. HANCE, Baltimore, Md.
WEEKS A POTTER, Boston. Mass.

I offer

revisions,.

Flour Feed, and Grains.

Silver Ware,

A CO., New York City.

JOHNSON, HOLLOWAY A

G.

Glassware,.

STREET

Lake Shore an& Michigan Southorn E. E.
Taken

Goods,

Groceries,

Wo

Mall.

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,

Clothing,
Crockery,
Stoneware,

Tiptom,Dec. S, 1874.
Express.

#

Immense Supplies of

JACOB MESERVB.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
GOING NORTH.

the

)

GOING NORTH.
GOING SOUTH.
NlghlBx. DayEx. ITATIOM8.
Mall Eve. Ba.
P.

STOCK

TSTEW

JACOB FLIEMAN,
Has re-opened his carriageand uugon manufactory at his old stand on River streetTwhere lie
may he fonud, ready at all times to make anything in the line of

SL00TER & HIGGINS Top

or

Open Buggies,

DEALERS IN

Light & Heavy Wagons,
Q-HOCEHjIES
Sleighs, Trucks, Etc.,
AND

Etc.

SILVER GLOSS STARCH,

LAUNDRY.

FLOUR & FEED.

A good assortment of Thimble Skeins always
on hand.
WarrantedSeat-Springsof any shape or style.

A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment and Radi-,
chants were not, or did
cal cure of Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhoea,
I USE NOTHING BUT
Induced bv Self-Abuse. Involuntary Emissions. ImmanufacturedBY
very enthusiastic in their reception of the
8th Street,Holland,Michigan.
potency,Nervons Debility, and Impediments to
“Boat” on its first visit here with the in- Marriage generally; Consumption, Epilepsy,and
We beg !eav4 to call the attention of the Public
Fits; Mental and Physical Incapacity. Ac..— Bv T.
to the fact that we have opened, tn LA BA RUE'S
rtention of opening a steamboat line, but ROBERT J. CULVEKWELU M. D., acthor of the
OLD FURNITURE STORE (west of Van Lsn Je- My Spokes and Hubs are mannfncturod from
THE BEST STARCH IN THE WORLD.
we thought that this was only another ef- ‘Green. Book,” Ac.
GIVES A BEAUTIFUL FINISH TO THE LIN- gend's) a FLOUR * FEED and GROCERY Store.
We shall keep on hand everythingthat pertains
The world-renownedauthor,ia this admirable en, and the difference between it and common
Secoal
Eisisn Tinier,
feet of the marked characteristic, “look Lecture, clearlyproves from his own experience
starch is scarcely half a cent for an ordinary wash- to a complete Family Supply store.
before you leap,” and that soon the enliv- that the awful consequences of Self-Abuse msv ing. Ask your Grocer for it.
be effectually
removed without medicine and withFlour, Feed,
General Blacksmilhing done with ncatmM
enment and benefit which a city derives out dangeroussurgical operations, bougies, instruaid dispatch.
ments, rings or cordials ; pointing out a mode of
Grain,
from such a line would begin to be ap- cure at once simple, certainand effectual,by means
Speciality.
of
which
every
sufferer,
no
matter
what
his conand Ifill Stuff, Thanking my old enrtomen- for past favors
preciated. Yet, as the boat made its regudition may be. may cure himselfcheaply,privateI solicit a call from them, and a* ninny new one
lar trips, we noticed that the freight which ly, and radically.
rss rtrcsiKos, busc umi, ici emu, »c.
as want anything in my line
she carried amounted to but very little;
tST This Lecture icUl prove a boon to thousands Is the originsl— Established In 1848.*And preserves
j. FUEMAN
and thousands.
Its reputation as furrh, stronger and
8LOOTER
&
HIGGINS.
and in our absence we learned that this is
HOW delicate than any other article of
Sent under seal, In a plain envelope, to nnv adthe kind offered,either of the same
a /act and not merely an observation. We
Holland, Aug. 13,
108-ly
dress, poif-paW, on receipt of six cents or two post
name or with other titles.
learned this much from the owners of the •tamps.
Stevenson Magadan,Ph. D., *c., the highest
Address the Publishers.
chemical authority «»f Europe, carefully analyzed
boat, who expressed themselves quite deNOW ON HAND BY
this Corn Starch, and says ills a most excellent
cidedly, that if the Holland people did not
Cha’s
C.
Co.
article of diet and in chemical and feedingpropertic* Is fully equal to the best arrow root.
CO.
meet them a little they would be compelled 127 Bowiut. Nsw York; Post Office Box. 5l8fl
IN
ft-lyr.
Directionsfor making Puddings,Custarda, Ac.,
to withdraw.
apologized, putting in
accompany each one-pound package.
Ties, Onr advice to the Public Is not to 'purchaseany
a claim of “hard times,” which fact they
For Sale by all F\rst-da»s Groom.
Initrument. without Investigating first the
PRICE and QUALITY of these Organs.
all kinds
remarked, they were fully aware of, and
They are constantly kept on hand and
open for inspection at
they did not expect to make a fortune here

FOR THE

KINGSFORD

mmm mvm
M

& SON.

Work

All

KINGSPOSDS

Hay,

At Lowest Gash Prices.
1874.

J

DeFeyter

Klein &

Bro’s,

L. T.

in one season; yet they did expect

some sympathy. The
ceiving scarcely

fact is

to

find

they are

willing to sacrificesome, just to establish

now

the route; they told us that

they

money.

Now why

is

this?

Cannot

we

support

one steamboat while our neighboringtowns

more? Merchants,
do all you can

are supporting two or

do

let us persuade

for the

boat.

If

you

to

you do

not, she will prith-

draw inafew weeks. This
but

it

is a truth

32

rf:

34

VE8EY8T., N

is

We

which we have heard

to families, hotels, Ac., at lowest
wholesale prices.
retail Teas

as the

owners are assured

the place. We refer to the pabllsher
this paper. Address, for teas or en agency,

and because

they cannot carry freight free of charge,
do not

let us exhibit

J,

TUIRITSOFOUTARTSA
and 34 Vsssir

<0.,

8r.,

Store

18-30.

E.
G rateful

VAN
DER VEEN,
ly
acknowledging the liberal patrohie many friends and customer's,
in the past, respectfullyinvites
the attentionof the.
Public to bis

uage

HOUSE MOVING.

of

LARGE
STOCK
- OF

G-E^ERAL

J. Quartet,

such selfishness that

will lay great stress upon a

few

Hard-ware.

noUce.
1875.

her.

selected for the trade.

IPTJR/E
The name

is

withheld of the

Wo Uvo

man who

on

hand a Full Aiiortmut of tho Boot

COOK, PARLOR AND HEATING

STOVES.

wrote the followingletter to the Judge of

less

interesting.Having missed

she bad gone
Chicago, it was sufficient ground to

BY THE GALLON, A7

his wife and thinking that
to

J. O.

HoLump,

July 7,

1875.

Horse Nails,
Horse
se Shoes,
8h
Wagon
Spi
ragon Springs,
Horse Trimmings,
Glass, Putty,

' ~

DOE8BURG.
*

suspect* divorce:

.
—

Nathan Kenyon, Banker.

Palata: Oils,
me 14
if 1875
10/0
July the
of the
walls, etc.
HOLLAND, MIOH.,
Propate Cotftt of Laiale Oo Chicago III
Dear Sir i right you to Knowr If Mrs
has a Pride for * BUI of Devorae
with in 8 monts. She left Osage City Kan- Uon paid to the Mnsctlonsro^an^^nCd
Bankers
sas for Chiaago 111 and I think Perhaps
>Vd many other thfngi too nnmerona to men
for that Perpua Eney infamation that you Uon. Interest allowed on time deposits snhWt
Uon.
to
check
at
sight.
Foreign
excLnffe'
can giv me will Be gratly a pesated yous
SZPAIIIBOA JOBBING COM AT 8H0ST HOTICS.
in bait hoping to her frome you at wonce
»id«VicC ,0 "‘,1 "ora ,n
Britt

Hancock Oo. low* Jug
~

-

--

.

• *

Lake.
Holland, Mich., March

L. T.

12,

1875.

4-tf

RANTERS &

No. 72, Eighth Street,

CO..

- - - HOLLAND, MICH.

WMsmwmm humirh
1875. ' |

«

Spring and Summer!
In additionto onr Department of

MILLINERY AND

s

.

LADIES' FURNISHING GOODS, we keep our

—

Stock well assorted with a full line of

AVD LACE— —SAC
— CUES,
wf —
)RED DRESS
Di
BLACK AND COLORED
SILKS,
SPRING AND SUMMER 811 A WI
7L8.
KID GLOVES IN ALL COLORS,
SUN UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS.

SILK
--- —

»

FANS.

/

FANS.

FANS.

The new itjlei of Shawla are v.ry attractive,and wo have
no doabt will pleaae onr ffriends.
‘ * In the line of
STRAW
RA W GOODS we
we icannot be excelled for
aawrlment; onr price list Includes
Bonnets from 50 ccnti to 111,

,

Carpenters’ Tools,

•

Respectifuly

Z

Farmers’ Implements,

n^^

With

mum pm

Stove-Pipe, Stove Furniture, Etc.,

Probate, Chicago; but the document is
none the

EIGHTH STREET.

40:-

New York.

Would respectfullyInform the Public of this City
cents, and vicinitythat he is fully prepared at any time to
move and raise houses, barns, or other bulld-ugs.
and overlook the great advantages which AH my work will be done satisfactorilyand on
short
J. QUARTKL.
the city derives from
•
I hope to aeeallnyoldfriends and many new
Holuhd, June 10,
17-tf
ones to examine my goods, so well
Holland, July 27, 1875.

we

CITY BOOK-STOLE,’

i

Hardware

can for us, which

they are doing all the time;

“

a

that we are doing what we can for them,
they will do all they

Uhitriat Work Kinrk, l

AMERICAN ULTRAMARINEWORKS,

aggravatingthan to have her withdraw
all they

THE

train our woods, (on the Lake Shore
NO. 72,
Road, two miles WMt of the white school -house on
the Grand Haven road) a first-class portable mw-mill
which is now in good runningorder, and can serve
We also take orders for
the public at any time with all kinds of building
material and fencing at low prices, and deliver the

“GROVER

owners.—

do

Produce.

AMERICAN WASH

of

ut-

Wood

We have pnt

IMPORT DIRECT

Nothing would be more discouragingand

could. As long

(mm

of

Onr Wash Blue Is the best In the world. It does
not streak, contains nothing tnjnrlons to health or
fabric, and is used by nil the large laundries on account of its pleasing effect and cheapness. Superi- same wherever wanted.
siece's
We can lengthen out so as to saw 40 feet, and
all onr Teas, and add but a single small profit to
or for whitewashing. Put up in packagesconveniwill make long lumber and timber a specialty. '
the actual cost of ImporUtion. Wc solicit a single ent for family use. Price 10 cents each.
We keep In stock the two kinds of “HOWE1*
Onr facilitiesfor getting o«t deck planks and and of the
trial, and guaranteesatisfaction. Our teas are put
& BAKKR” Sewing MaFor sale by.trocerseverywhere. Always ask for
tnber are nnequaled.
ly kind of ship timber
up In one pound packages, with kind and price
chines. These four difforeutkinds of machines,
the
BLUB, ff yon want the
AH bills will be filled promptly and with des- arc the simplest and strongest In the country.
printed on each. Our prices range from 4 > cents
cheapestand best
itch, and a fair dealing can be reliednpon. Cnsto tl.25 per pound. Where we have no agents we
m sawing done at
at bottom*
figures.
will send a pound package by mall, postage free,
The depository of the American Bible Boelotv
All kinds of Fara Products.Ukeu in pay for , j,M
heon removed
remove(j^y
on receiptof price. We wish an Agent In this
is been
bj tbL. conininlt.e lotij0
Office,72 William Street, New York.
lumber and sawing, Also Wood, Bark and Hall- BOOK-STORK"
n/^ir
place, to get up clubs amongst families for our teas,
sroadTies, when delivered at our Pier on Lake
and will give him or her liberal Inducements. 8end
Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
us your applicatlou,with references to one or two

32

because the people did not

For Laundry and Household Use.
manufacturedat thi

mere talk merchants In

not

tered from the lips of one of the

AMERICAN WASH BLUE.

F.

any sympathy whatever

from our people. If they did, they were

were losing

NOS.

re-

RANTERS A

Wood, Lumber, Bark,
Timber, and

The Metropolitan-

TEA COMPANY,

47-Kcl-ly

The Estey Organ

DEALERS

We

Warranted

Horse Shoeing a

OSWEGO CORN STARCH,

•

lumk.

*

E.

R.

KENYON.

VAN DER VEEN.

8. E. cor. 8th A River

6t«.

46-Kcl-ly

VM

L. & S.
EIGHTH STREET

DEN BERGE,
HOIiliANE,

MICH

